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BENTON, KY., THURSDAY, MAY 7, 1891.
NO. 28
LOVE IS MASTER.
I waft the whiteness of my- soul I
ACIOSS the skies to thee,
And tray that heaven's sweet control
Mat keep thy love for me. 4
know that not in all the world,
Noi yet in all the skies,
atom or a thought unfurled,
Cala bring to thee surprise.
I lind-ri that in thy sentient hand
Our destinies are sure:
That in each near and distant landi
Thy government is pure.
I'lmow that in thy sentient breath
Out souls do breathe as free
As love is master over Oath;
So keep thy love for me.
-W. H. Th
A COWBOY COACHMAN.
Mr. Valoppel, the president f thel
Celestial Insurance Company, 
a
t in
his handsomely furnished offi e on
Broadway. He was one of the 'large-
sized and distinguished looking busi-
ness men of New York. Although fifty-
five years old, an age at which a man
living in the country has become isome-
what careless as to his personal 
t
ap-
pearance, be was dressed in thse eight
eL fashion. His hair and mou tache
- wwere white, his features were clear
cut and haughty, his bearing wan aris-
tocratic'
The office boy opened 'a door, land a
young man in rough garb- was u hered
Into the august presenea mei, new-
coiner made awspectful Obeisancie, and
stood in humble attitude, awaiting the
pleasure of the great man.
"The letter- of recommendation is
satisfactory.- I have decided t4o give
you a trial. You must first be st4itably
clothed, and I harewith give yu an
order on A. H. King & Co., for a hand-
some ooachman'a outfit. Good imorn-
ing.,
Thai summarily dismissed,1 • the
young man tightened his grasp on the
- letter that Mr.. Valoppel had handed
to him, and departed.
Ten hours later the suit was com-
pleted, and at tlie end of fohrteen
more hours the young man,, wearing
the showy clothes, eat on the coach-
man's box of a fine equipage that stood
before s a brown stone front onl Fifth
avenue. 
There are u:nter mornings 40 cold
that persons in the open air bend their
forms and contract their size. an4 there
are other mornings when the air,keen
but not cutting. arouses all f the
activity of vigorous 'human beings,
causing them to expand their bests,
swing their arms and become largeri
and more powerful than -when 
ti 
ey are
in an indolent mood. It was a morn-
ing of the latter kiad and the avenue
preseeted.a cheerful appearance. The
pedestrians walked in sunshine, but
breathed a cool, dry air that gave them
zest.'' The sleek black horses attached
to the equipage were full of mettle and
eharefied their bits !and rattled their
silret4mounted harnesses.
The doer otthe brown-ston4 front
was opened by a colored serve t con-
cealed from view, but it seemd as if
it sprung back . at a rod fr4m the
splendid being that was revealt d, her
queenly bearint;- conveying to 
pression that idi thing's, :Alen the
inanimate, must yield to her wishes
and render her homage. ; more
strikingly handsome and 
I 
aughty
young lady than she was it would be
difficult to imagine. •
The brisk and cheerful spirit' of the
morning communicated itscif ao her,
she drawing her tall and g-rttee 1 form
to its full height with glad vigor. Dad
with elastic tread d f cendingi broad
stone steps to the sidewalk. A smile
played on her proud and glowing
feature, but it was for herself alone;
it was a tribute to her c mse ousness
that She was the ctiief attraction of the
winter scene.
As she approached the earriage
where: the obsequious footman sttod
• ready to aid her, the heart of the new
coachman beat rapidly; for, strange as
it may seem,f there is often ap umic-
countable fascination in that njhich we
cannot wholly approve or lil4e. Her
disdainful exclusiveness, the Iseeming
ina,ceessiblliq of her pm-son:Ili y to the
-friendly riled respectful advance of, corn-
• mon'mortals. apparently sepaijated her
from all ordinary influences There
was a mystery in her indi duality.
Could she feel deeply? Could her proud
heart be touched and be suhdued - by
the power of love?
Can it be that the coachman asked
these questions? Yes; for even a com-
mon coachman can indulge in romantic
speeulat ions.
The footman directed the doachman
to drive to the Grand Ceotrail.. Depot.
The carriage was an open one; and on
the Way the driver ventured to look
behind him twice in a quick and cau-
tious manner. He saw the fait maiden.
sitting like a daughter of the gods, with
a magnificent robe dravan ahout -her,
but she did not notice Matt. He felt
that she must regard hi.m merely as a
human machine that was unworthy of
' her consideration. At the siation her
indifference was mantainedaand, as ac-
companied by the footman she entered
the ladies waiting-room, the new ser-
vant, having recovered his customary
equanimity, found himself wondering
1115...... - how much her brilliant bennet and
handsome, sealskin cloek nitust have
, cost mad estimating how larae must he
the inctame of a man who cluld afford
to marry her. ...
The name of the young lady was
Julia , Valoppel, she being the only
daughter of the proud pretii nt of the
Cels4al Insurance company She cc-
sed him in character, and she
sat' d Lim in every partiqular. He
ardently d sired that aho sh Id marryT
a eitlei He had decided Shp. her hus-
band *twat be an English d ko or. an
eItalimit count or a Germanbaron. and
ries'allared his wishes. Th foregoing
factis 'were ascertained by Joe Buckskin,
the coachman, as he cony rsed with
o footr-n a t a the lttor had,
• - I a tivket for his ybong mis-




Joe Buckskin, as may be inferred
from his name, was a son of the plains.
The greater part of his life had been
spent on a ranch in Texas, and he was
familiar with the duties of a cowboy.
Being an expert and daring horseman,
he possessed admirable qualifications
for a coachman. Rude health had
been acquired during this free, open-air
life, and strength and agility were well
combined in his large and symmetrical
form. He had a strong and pleasing
face, but he was not handsome. Quite
nGticeable was his careless western
gait. which showed that he was unfa-
miliar with the pedestrianism of great
cities.
During the month that Miss Val-
oppel was absent from home, Buckskin
became proficient in his new duties,
and learned much concerning the tope-
gfaphy of the city. Mrs. Valoppel,
Whose life of indolence and indulgence
In high living had given her a puffy
appearance and rendered her enwield-
ly, often ordered the carriage in the
afternoon and took a drive up and
down the avenues, and occasionally in
Central Park. Buckskin was thus af-
forded good opportunities for seeing
the beautiful and fashionable young
ladies of the city; but none of them
possessed the air of regal superiority
which distinguished Miss Valoppel.
1Buckskin eagerly awaited the re-
turn of the daughter of the household,
and speculated much as to whether she
would ever take any notice of him.
When she did come back. he was more
than ever impressed, by the cold dis-
tance of her manners. She scarcely
ever deigned to look at him. She ,
:poke to him only when it was necess-
ary, and then uttered courteous de-
inands in firm but ,mellow tones, that
lingered in his mind long after the
sound had died on his ears. For two
months her manner toward him was
unchanged. At the end of that time
he noticed that she would occasionally
look at him in a covert way, when she
thought she was unobserved, and that
she appeared to be concealing consider-
able curiosity concerning him. Final-
ly to his immense surprise and morti-
fication, she departed from her rule to
utter commands alone, and abruptly
said:
"Mrs Buckskin, why do you not
overcome your horrid Western gait,
and walk like city people? The coach-
man of a family like ours should have
a cultivated walk."
"I-I beg pardon. Miss Valoppel,"
poor Buckskin stammered; "I'll tey to
Improve; indeed I will."
Buckskin sought out a faehionable
dancing master, who taught him how
to walk properly. He bought a large
looking-glass, placed it in his rolom,
and every evening spent an hour in
walking before it until he had com-
pletely overcome his defects.
Miss Valoppel noticed the great im-
-prorement in the coachman's gait and
relaxed her haughtiness sufficiently to
show him that she was pleased.
When Spring arrived. Miss Valoppel
expressed a desire to ride on horseback,
and having learned that Buckskin had
been a cowboy and was a fine rider,
she preferred to take lessons of him
rather than from an instructor of the
academy at Central Park. Accordingly
they often rode together in the park
and sooh became well acquainted. The
manliness, the good sense and the
physical power and dexterity ,evinced
by Buckskin favorably impressed Miss
Valoppel, who admired heroes and'
despised dudes. She also discovered
that he was singularly well informed
for a man in his station, and that con-
versation with him was both'instructive
and agreeable. On the other hand.
Buckskin was delighted to find that
Miss Valoppel- had an affectionate
heart and many admirable qualities, in
spite of her reserve. Now that the, ice
had at last been brokep. she gave him
her friendship and treated him with a
respect which, in view of their previ-
ous relations, seemed incredible.
But there came a ; disagreeable
change. Count Poccopucci of Italy
arrfved in New York, and received a
warm welcome from Mr. ValOppel,
who believed that he could now obtain
the long desired titled son-in-law.
The count was an inferior looking
mortal. He had an evil eye and su-
percilious manners, but he found favor
with Miss Valoppel. Buckskin became
very melancholy,' for he was now
deeply in love with the proud beauty.
Meanwhile Count Poceopncci, in-
stead of the coachman, accompanied
Miss Valoppel when she rode on horse-
back in Central park. Buckskin.
however, saw her nearly every day,
and he noticed after awhile that she
seemed very sad and that the rich
bloom was fading from her cheeks.
One morning she asked him to
ride with her in the park. Her mood
was melancholy and she did not speak
to him for some time. •
Finally, blushing deeply, she said
with timidity:
-Mr. Buckskin. I believe you are a
true friend of mine, and I wish to con-
sult you with regard to an important
matter."
-Miss Valoppel, I am at your ser-
vice. My life is at your service, if
necessary," was the reply, in tones
of deep earnestness.
She blushed again and gave him a
most grateful look.
"I have- promised fataer," she said,
"that I will marry Count Poceopueci;
but I fear he is not a good man and
that I have made a mistake."
Her companion felt a thrill of an-
guish, but he manfully recovered him-
self.
...You have made a mistake. He b
a scoundrel, and I can prove it."
Miss Valoppel was not offended,
"What snail I do?" she cried.
Her proud spirit was broken, and
she appealed to the young man as if
ho alone could .protect and advise her.
"Marry me," was the startling an-
swer.
Buckskin leaped from 'his horse and
taking her hand tenderly in his, look-
ed into her eyes with ardor equal to
that of Romeo when he gazed at Juliet
in the window.
Women admire downright boldness
tempered - with the deepest respect.
The haughty Miss Valoppel bowed, her
head toward her conqueror and receiv-
ed an exquisite kiss.
The next moment she exclaimed:
- "What have I done! How can I
marry a coachman! Father will never
forgive me!" '
But Buckskin quickly told her some-
thing which restored her courage, and
caused her cheeks to glow with happi-
ness.
They returned to Miss Valoppel's
stately 'home, and entered it hand in
hand.
In the parlor they encountered Mr.
Valoppel and Count Poccopueci. They
glared at the couple.
"What do you mean by entering
this parlor on the arm of that coach-
man?" shouted the aristocratic father
In tones of thunder.
"It means that your daughter has
promised to becothe my wife." a
"It shall not be. She shall not
marry an ignorant coachman."
"I am not an ignorant coachman.
I am the son of a gentleman who owns
thousands of cattle in Texas, and
whose wealth surpasses even yours.
I was educated at Harvard college,
and my only disadvantage is that I
have never mingled much in cultivated
society. I fell in love with your
daughter the first time I saw her, and
concluded that the best way to secure
a prize so difficult 'to obtain was to
become the family coachman, because
nowadays a smart coachman, nexteto
an Italian count, is the most successful
suitor for the hand of a rich girl."
Mr. Valoppel was at first bewildered
by what he had heard; but recovering
himself, he cried:
"You impudent scoundrel. . I do not
believe a word you have said."
"He has told the truth, as I can'
prove to your full satisfaction," said a
calm voice.
Mr. Dunstan, a member of a, well-
known Wall street firm, whom , Buck-
skin had summoned by telephone be-
fore Mi193 Valoppel and he entered the
mansion, had come into the room un-
perceived by the leate parent; and it
was he wild hed spoken.
Mr. Dunstan's firm had written the
letter of-sefedmmenclation that had en-
aaled Buckskin to become Mr. Val-
oppel's coachman. Mr. Dunstan held
in his hand Papers which substantiated
all that Buckskin had just said.
"As for this man," said Mr. Dun-
stan, painting to the Italian, "I can
produce the proof that he is a con-
summate villain. He has been seek-
ing to marry your daughter, although
he has a wife living in Italy."
Count Poccopucci turned deadly pale
and hastily made his exit' from the
house.
A month later Miss Valoppel and
Edward Livingstone, alias Joe Buck-
skin, were married and went to the
elder Livingtone's ranch in 'Texas to
spend their honeymoon.
Queer Pennsylvania Justice.
- A novel sentence has been pronounced
by a justice at Huntington, in this
state. A wife had kissed "another
man;" her husband had chastised her
with corporal punishment, and Justice
Kelly, supplying the third act in a
drama unhappily played with too much`
frequency in all our courts, gave a ver-
dict "that the wife retire to her usual
place of abode, and lock the doors so
that no strangers can be admitted for
•a period of six days; that the husband
for the same length of time board with
his next-door neighbor and sleep in the
barn, and that each party pay half the
costs and stand committed until tho
sentence is complied with." Of the
efficacy of such an original judgment
there cannot be much doubt, although
a question might be raised on the con-
stitutional ground of its being cruel and
unusual punishment-at least for the
next-door neighbor. The usual pun-
ishment for wife-beating, however, is
so clearly inadequate that, in the ab-
sence of a whipping-post, the result of
the new departure in dealing with this
despicable crime deserves careful
watching.-Philadelphia Record.
The News in the Future.
The news item of the future will
read something like the followings
-As Farmer Smith was delivering a
bale of hay at the treasury building,
and while wahine to have the govern-
ment stamp affixed, his horses took
fright at the limited express on the
Washington and San Francisco Air-
ship Line. They dashed e down the
avenue, and, tuining the corner at the
up-town station of the Washington &
Chicago Pneumatic Tube Rapid Tran-
sit Company, brought up with a dull
thud against the celluloid window of the
Potomac Artificial Egg Company. In
the crush and general confusion Farmer
Smith's head and two of his limbs were
severed from his body, but he was
promptly removed to the Edisdn Hos-
pital, and after the electrical bone-
welding operation was performed he
was able to drive home and keep his
appointment with the man who holds
the mortgage on his farm."-Washing.
ton Host.
Who Knows/
An Arabian proverb says: "He who
knows not, and knows not he knows
not, is a fool: shun him. He who
knows not, and knows he knows not, is
simple: teach hit;n. He who knows.
and, knows not he knows, is asleep:
wake him. He who knows, and knows,
he knows, is wise: follow him."
She Was Talkative.
"Oh, John!" said Mrs. Smith, tear-
fully, "ma has cut her thunib dread-
fully and the doctor says there's dan-
ger of lockjaw."
-He needn't be afraid of that," re-
plied- Smith, sarcastically. "She'll




Good Showing for Elect/left --Ai
Valuable Discovery-Naltural Cas
in Iron Making--A Useful !nye tion
--A Handy Device for Carriages
--Notes of Interest.
;
A Handy Device for Carrlag s.
A brougham recently built • an
English firm "adapts" eleetrici y in
rather an ingenious way. It is tted
with electric light sufficient for re ding
or writing. Opposite the seat s an
ivory plate, on which are severe but-
tons properly lettered: " ft,"
''Right,'' "Stop," "Go On," "H me,"
and so on. On the dashboard, i the
coachman's view, is a case lette ed to
correspond, so that when a k lot is
pressed he understands at . once what
is expected of him. One button rings
out thaword "Speak," in wide case
he will put the speaking-tab in posi-
tion and receive orders.
A Valuable Discovery.
In a communication to the
nPhysical Society, M. C,ailletet h ade-
scribed a method of connec ing a
metal tube or stob-cock to a veltsel of
glass or procelain, so that the joint
shall be tight even under high pres-
sures. The process is simple, an con-
sists:first coating like glass o por-
celain vessel with a very thin 1 er of
platinum at the part where th con-
nection is to be made. This m be
done bypaiiitingtheglass, after Kght-
ly warming it, with a nentraliz solu-
tion of plantinic chloride mix • with
the essential oil of catnomil The
layer of oil and platinic chl • de is
then slowly heated till the last traces
of oil have been expelled, a d the
temperature is then raised to dark
red heat. The chloride is thus reduce
ed, and the platinum deposit as'a
bright metallic mirror on the urfaCe
of the glass. On this layer of latin-
um a second layer of copper is • epos-
ited by electrolysis, and the metal
stop-cock or tubecan then be s ldered
by means of tin to this cop r ring.
M. Cailletet states that he ha found
these joints to remain tight ndei
pressure of 300 atmospheres:
A Useful Invention.
An arrangement for preventi
overturning of omnibuses and
road vehicles in case of the b
of a wheel or an axle, or of the
ing of an axle box, was recen






invention consists ,of four at pports
attached to the axle, one bein placed
just inside each of the four vheels.
Each support has at the b • tom a
small, solid wheel, or rolle which
normally is about an inch ab ye the
road surface. Upon either of
wheels coming off the support xt to
it comes into play and the vehi le runs
upOn the three running wh Is and
one of the small wheels. In th recent
trials an omnibus fitted with t le safe-;
ty appliance and having all fou wheels
loose on the axlesaveas filled wi h pas-
sengers inside and out. It w s then
driven about at good speed o rough
places in the roadway and ovi tram-
rails in zigzag fashion 'until one or
more of the wheels came off, •hen it
was driven hack to the starti point
without the pace being slack ed. A
number of runs were made, all the
wheels in one instance coming if, and
the omnibus return* on th rollers
only. No violent shoch was ex rineed
on a wheel coming off,', nor w there
in any case serious lurching, e n when
on a sidelongslope. It is said hat the
experiments Were in every way success-
ful, and so far shoW that them. phauce
fulfils its intended purpose.
—
A Good Showing for Else city,
Chief Inspector McDevitt, • Phila-
delphia, makes the follotvin state-
ment in his report to the ande writers:
"There are over 5,000 buil ings in
Philadelphia wherein electric urrents
are used for light and power p rposes.
Of this number 287 buildings; seven of
which are dwellings, have t it' own
apparatus; the latter varyi in size
from a 20-light to one of 4,11 lights.
WIte number of lights turn' hed by
these private plants aggregat 80,258
incandescent, and 3,326 a lights.
One retail store contains 82 arc
lights.. There are fifteen pus lie sta-
tions distributing electric cu rents to
all sections of the city, f rnishing
thousands of lights and • awer to
dwellings, churches and oth classes
of buildings. The number ef lights
supplied by these respective stations
varies from the small station sfurnish-
nig 2,000, to the Edison, which fur-
nishes over 40,000 incandescent lights,
and current for a large number of
motors. The electric motots in use
are of a capacity ranging fecnn • one-
eighth to thirty-horse power, being
used to a Feat extent as a e bstitute
for laborious hand or footower in
dwellings and small works1 ops, and
i,
are being rapidly introduced as a
more ready motor in place of steam
and hydraulic power in propelling
machinery. No insurance loss oc-
curred in any buildings in our city
during the past year from fire where
the cause could be in anyway attribut-
ed to the electric wires.
Natural Gas In Iron M Ing
Among the more recent improve-
ments in the manufacture of iron and
steel the use of gaseous f 1 stands
conspicuous. The idea of rat con-
verting -the fuel into a co bustible
gas, and conveying this to he point
where heat was required,lid there
igniting it, is a very olt on , and, in
one form or another, it as been em-
ployed for over a thousand ears; but
it, is only within the presen century
that the manifold- advant of gas
as a metallurgical fuel has become
fully recognized by the iron and steel
workers of the world. The jearl y gas
furnaces used in Sileaia, alw en, and,,
other European countries were out en-
larged modifications of Geber's Tower
of Athanor, and, although they were
a great improvement on the furnaces
in which solid fuel was burned on a
grate, yet they were not able to pro-
dice a temperature sufficient5, high
and controllable to satisfy . the
demands of the rapidly developing
iron and steel industries.
The gas furnace most commonly
used in the American iron and steel
works was invented about thirty years
ago by the brothers Frederick and
Charles William Siemens, German en-
gineers resident in London. "Thei first
"Siemens furnace" built in this country
under the sanction of these inventors
waserected at theworks of John A.Gris-
word & Co.
' 
at Troy, Isyr., in 1867,
and was used as a -heating furnace
This was followed in the same year by
a heating furnace at the works of the
Nashua Iron and Steel; Company,
Nashua, N. H., and early in 1868 the
first "Siemens furnace for melting steel,
in crucibles often called na"pot fur-
nace" was started' in the works of
Anderson & Woods at Pittsburgh.-
Popular Science Monthly.
Notes of interest.
A telephoneline about five miles long
has been established in Iceland end is
regnadr.ded as a great curioaityaabeing
the first ever established on the, is
la 
-
Recent investigation into the curi-
ous question of the use of an annular
drill by the ancients leads to the con-
clusion that jewel points were used in
both drilling and sawing.
The latest article to be manufactur-
ed from corn is soap. Experiments
have shown that a bushel of corn,
with the proper amount of ' alkali,
will make 200 pounds of soap.
An electric street railway car can
be heated by the expenditure of one
horse-power of electrical energy. There
Is no dust, no cinders, and no -room
taken front the seating accommoda-
tions.
Among the latest disinfectants is
"ly-sol," which appears to be very
mud) like carbolic acid. The emulsi-
fying agent is resin or fat soap, tar
acid being incorporated with the soap
at the moment of saponification.
Blacksmiths will be apt to vietv with
alarm the introduction of jpaper
horseshoes just approved for Use in
'the German Army. They are Made of
layers of compressed parchment, ce-
mented with a preparatialtof
tine, Spanish white, lac, andt i
linseed oil. The separate layers are
stamped -out, cemented, and consoli-
dated by a hydraulic press. When dry
the shoe is rasped to fit each horse.
An old soldier of the Massachusetts
Thirty-fifth Regiment gives the follow-
ilia advice regarding cold feet: "At one
tune while I was stamping upon the
ground, in the effort to warm my ex-
tremities, a comrade in the same regi-
ment said to me, 'If your feet are cold
try this.' He raised hie foot from the
ground, and struck some light blows
with hie:hand on the upper part of his
leg, just above the knee. I did the
same with both legs, and instalita,ne-
ously felt a flow of warm blood cours-
ing downward, and the feet soon be-
came comfortably warm."
Japan has over 11,000 electric
lights. The Tokio electric light com-
pany has four stations, with acapaci-
ty for supplying nearly that number
of lamps, while there are other large
plants at Kioto, Kobe, Asaka and
Nagoza.
The nest of the hornet is the first
article of paper manufacture that
ever saw the light of day. The hor-
net takes the wood Of a tree, grinds it
assiduously into pulp, , and forms
sheets of paper, out of whieh he con-
structs his nest.
A practical mechanic informs the
Manufacturers' Gazette that he has
tested a sample of what was said to
be aluminum, recently, which proves
under manipulation to be fully 25 per
cent antimony, which is about the
Same color but Which immediately di-
minishes the duetilitY tif alitatintina
and renders it much harder and much
less valuable. Buyers and consumers
of aluminum should be on the lookout
for such mixtures, as the antimony is
of no possible value in connection with
the aluminum, and very much lessens
the value of the latter for many pur-
poses in the arts.
A novel fly-wheel is thus described
by a mechanical journal: The hub is
cast iron, and in the place of spokes
two disks built of steel plates are bolt-
ed to the hub. The wheel so made is
%bout 20 feet in diameter, and around
the rim 70 tons of steel wire are wound,
each strand being under a tension of
.50 pounds. The strength of such a
structure is immensely greater than
that of an ordinary cast-iron wheelain
fact, it is difficult to imagine such a-
wheel bursting. The. outer fibers of
the wire rim would probably part
first, and thus give warning of the
coming danger. At all events, this
particular wheel, 20 feet in diameter
and weighing 70 tons, is run at a speed
of 240 revolutions a minute, so that
the rim travels a m;le every 21 sec-
onds.
A great feat in metal working, ac-
cording to the American Manufactur-
er was recently accomplished at the
Superior mill at Allegeheny, Pa. The
feat consists of rolling a strip of steel
for e spring six inches wide, one-quar-
ter of an inch thick, and 310 feetiong.
This work was successfully performed
and the spring properly tempered at
the first effort. That establishment
has since received a large order for
such springs, which are designed to en-
ter into the conastruction of a new car
motor, for which a great demand is
anticipated. The order had previous-
ly been tendered to all the large En-
glish and continental works of Europe,
none of whiela would undertake to do
it.
THE WOMAN'S WORLD.
MATTERS TOINTEREeT AND IN-
STRUCT THE GENTLE SEX.
Spring Wraps-Traveling Dresses--
Shopping or Knitting Bag--The
Women Who Pleases--Care of the
Hands--HIntsfor the Home.
The Kind Word,
Do we ever need a reminder, in our
hurried lives, of the grace that lies in
the kindly spoken word? It may be
as we pass a friend in a crowded shop,
or nod to her as we hasten by her
door on our morning walk to the mar-
ket or the ferry, that: we utter the
gentle greeting," leave behind us the
flash of the happy smile; •and,brighten
a day that was -perhaps overcast.
Kindness costs little. Why should we
not be lavish Of it in a world where
nobody stands alone, but where rich
and poor, Bad and glad, lofty and low-
ly, and are bound in one bundle
Travelling Drgsses
Wool dresses for journeys in early
spring are being made of light 'tan, or
graytweeds, or Cheviots of solid color,
or striped, and of the trail blue serges
that are always: populai, They have
-a fitted coat and plain Skirt. Such a
gown is,complet,e for the street with-
out a wrap, but a flowing cape of the
material of the dress should be added
in case further warmth, is required.
It is also well tci add shirt waists of
wash silk or of gingham to wear in-
stead of thecoat on warm days; one
of these, with the skirt and cape, make
a pretty suit, and are a pleasing va-
riety. An English turban or toque of
chip the color of the gown should be
trimmed with dark velvet folds close
on the sides and high at the back; or
else a black hat is worn The veil
is of sheer grenadine, and the gloves,
of heavy kid lightly stitched, are
lighter in shade that the gown. New
hikers are described below.
Care Of the Hands.
There are not nearly as many secrets
in hand treatment as people imagine.
A little ammonia or borax in the water
you wash 'with and that water just
11.&ewarin will keep the skin clear and
soft: A little oat meal mixed with the
water will whiten the hands. Many peo-
ple use glycerine on their hands when
they go to bed, wearing gloves to keep
• -bedding clean, but glycerine
does not ageta ith every one. It
makes some skins and red.
These people should rub t 'r hands
with dry oat meal and wear glo
bed. The best preparation for the
hands at night is white of an epg with
a grain of alum dissolved in it. Quacks
have a fancy name for it, but all can
make it. They &so make the Roman
toilet paste. It is merely the white of
an egg, barley flour and honey. They
say it was used by the Romans in
olden times. At any We, it is a first
rate thing; but it is sticky, and does
not do the work any better than oat
meal. The roughest and hardest
hands can be made soft and white in
the spite of a month by doctoring
them a littlest bedtime; and all tools
you need are a nail brush, a, bottle
of amonia, a box of powdered borax
and a little fine white sand to rub
the stains off, or a cut of lemon,, which
will do even better, for the acid of the
lemon will clean anything.
Shopping or Kn- itting Bag.
A shopping or knitting bag is some-
thing the use of which will soon prove
its value. Seven-eighths of a yard of
plain tinted satin, twenty inches wide,
will be needed for the foundation of
the bag. The center square is of stiff-
canvas tir buckram, covered with plush
or silk, with embroidered binds. or an
arobesque done in outline. This is
stitched to the center of the satin
foundation. The bag is lined with
thin silk, or it may be left without
lining and joined at the sides with a
drawn cord effect. The hems are
deeply turned at the top, and casing
for double ribbons put in to draw
the whole together. For a shopping
bag, the colors should be dark-brown
or gray embroidered with yellow silk
and gold thread. An open caves for
the square to be worked with cross
stitch, can be bought at the art stores,
and also small leather handles, or
straps, which are fastened to the
canvas. The bag should be made a
good size, or it loses its purpose, as
the receptacle for the manylittle pack-
ages that accumulate in a shopping
tour, to small to be sent, but with
a provoking habit of slipping away
without notice. In a work-bag the
colors can be brighter. Gold satin,
with a center piece of the oblong Turk-
ash pieces, richly embroidered on
Turkish canvas or blue, with the Ori-
ental squares in blue and pink are
beautiful combinations.-Ladies Home
Journal.
The Woman Who Pleases
"She knows just how to talk to all
kinds and conditions of men," was the
recomm- adation given for a bright
woman who makes her living as much
by her ability to please us as by her
actual labors, says the New York
World. Seeing that woman after-
wards, and observing her closely, one
could not but be impressed with the
truth of what had been said. She
was gay with the gay, silent when any
one else wanted to talk, talkative with
the shy, always good tempered, never
too animated, and never, never visibly
in pain nor in tears. She was always
charming, bright, sympathetic and
sweet. She was witty, too, but not
_terribly so. She kept her wit to illu-
mine conversation and to lighten dull
spirits; not to burn hearts, nor scorch
sensative feeling. Every body went
from her presence feeling comfortable
in spirit and with reasonably satisfied
hearts. She was a peacemaker and a
courage-strengthener. There are two
or three dozen of such women in the
world, and when you find one she will
tell-you that it is almost impossible
for her to get an evening to herself,
because so many dear, kind friends
are apt to drop in of an everting. Aed
she will add: "I'm glad it's SO, for I
should not be able to get through the
day without the ...prospect of these
pleasant evenings. I wish the days.
might be all evenings with a time-
table that never crept beyond the
limits of 8 to 11 p. m."
Spring Wraps.
Capes and coats promise to
equally popular as spring wraps.
is merely a matter of choice between
a loose flowing garment and one close-
ly fitted. The materials used are
afeltons of light welaht, diagonals, and
ribbed cloths, in very light shades of
mastic gray, tan, and reseda. White
and brilliant red cloths are seen in
youthful wraps. Black is chosen
alike for very elaborate garments and
for those that are simple, inexpensive
and useful. Flguredcloths, with wav-
ed lines, bows, blocks, and spots, are
combined with plain fabrics in some
dressy French mantles.
The new capes are cut very full, and
are even all round. Their average
length of twenty•five inches permit.*
them to fall low on the hips. One
simple and graceful shape is made of
a single piece of cloth perfectly round,
with a space for the neck taken out
in the centre, and a slit from the cen-
tre to the edge made for the opening
in front. This is very pretty when
made of light gray or tan Melton, with
the edges cut smoothly and left raw,
and a turn,over collar of darker vel-
vet. The lining is a brocade of ear;
bright Colors, and does not quite
reach the edge ofthe cloth. A circular
cape of reseda green cloth made in
this way has also a thick pinked frill
of the cloth falling below the velvet
coller and is fastened by two straps
across the chest.
More elaborate capes of lght faced
cloth retain the flaring collar and
pointed yoke of black ostrich feathers
worn' during the winter, and are em-
broidered with jet, gold, and colored
stones. These capes differ from the
last in being rounded high on the
shoulders, with fulness falling thence •
to the end in thick pleats beside the
fitted back forms, which are studded
with nail-heads, and held close to the
figure by ?a ribbon belt inside. The
more scant fronts pass under the
sides, which may be plain or pleated,
and the arms ,are slippectbetweein.
Such capes are made ot the pale'Par-
meeviolet shades now worn; also of
gray, tan, or reseda, as-well as black
nv
at the sea-I
the sununei tole of r
serge, roue ed 'yet pliant, a
woven in w e diagonals. They are
lined throughout with black twilled
silk or satin surah, and are trimmed
with black. They have fitted forms
in front and back, held in place by ttn
inside belt. The shoulders are slight-
ly puffed, and deeply folded pleats tall
over the front. The small slightly
flaring collar is covered with blaick
passementerie and lined with black
velvet. White serge capes avesimilar-
ly made, and trimmed with gold gal-
loon brocaded with silver leaves.








Baking powder should always be
mixed with the flour dry.
Whiting or ammonia in the weter is
preferable to soap for cleaning win-
dows or paint.
Salt sprinkled over anything that is
burning on the stove will prevent any
disagreeable odor.
Linmeat for Painful Joints.-Take
of soap liniment, six fluid drachms;
tincture of aconite, ten fluid drachins.
Mix. To be rubbed upon the joints
at bed time.
Devonshire Junket. - Put warm
milk into a bowl; turn it with a little,
rennet; then add some scalded cream,
sugar, and cinnamon on the ,.-top,
without breaking the curd.
To Mix Mustard-Mustard, three
parts, salt, one part. A small quan-
tity of essence of cayenne improves
the flavor, in the opinion of many.
Mix with hot water.
Stewed Tomatoes-Put a dozen and
a half of tomatoes in a stew-pan with
two teaspoonfuls of vinegar, a little
them stew for ten or twelve min-
utessalt,;,:nd pepper; covert-hem close, and
let 
Mead, or Honey Wine.-Honey, for-
ty pounds; eider, twenty-five gallons;
ferment, then add rum, one gallon;
brandy, one gallon. cream of tartar,
twelve ounces; bitter almonds and
cloves, of each, half an ounce.
Spice Sausage.-Black pepper five
pounds, cloves and nutmegs, each one
pound and a half, ginger two pounds
and a half, anniseed and coriander
seeds, of each three-quarters of a
pound; powder and mix.
To Kill Cockroaches—A teaspoon-
ful of well bruised plaster ,of PSis,
mixed with double the qua.ntitY of
oatmeal, to which add a little sager,
-this latter is not essential then itrevr
it on the floor or in the chinks
, where they frequent.
. Plum Pudding without
Quarter of a pouud of
tablespoonfuls of If
of curraea












FT I—I N .4; LISTEN*.
 WHAT WE 0A\
DO FOR - YOU:
To a business man money is worth 1 per tent a month;
there we save you 01 per cent.
By selling for cash we save you our collector's fee, 5 per cent.
By selling for cash we save you our expense of handling
bad debts—at least 10 per cent.




- 21 per cent.
By having bought our goods late we save you at least $2.50
, as we
bought that much cheaper than our competitors who bought- eat 
1 v.
P
11•11P-aummattammaralM*4aavilr. T,..rt-ma. a- W- •
• OF HARD L.
S 1.1 "W"
HAVE OPENED THE CHEAPEST +13 BEST SELECTED .1•OCK OF
Clothing, Gents' Furnishing goods, etc.,
ETC., EVER BROUG111"r0 THE CITY. OUR MOTTO :
WE BUY AND SELL FOR CASH!
SALESMEN:
Sidney R: Lemon and John Thompson.
nI1 EiTflhci ..
•41..1•CASH :TALKS+
A suit, that you would pay $25 00 f
eft the $2 50, atsio
Then less 21 per cent.




Call and see for yourself. Everything in our line at the same rater .
1
111 Come and see us at PARHAM, STAHL & CO'S old s
tand, 319 Broadway Street, PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
THE TRIBUNE.
PraUsifitia EVERY THURSDAY.
J. R. LEMON, Editor& Proprietor.
ARCH POOL, Associate Editor.
One year (in advance), - 1.00
Six Months, - - - - .50
Three months, - - - .35
BENTON, KY., MAY 7.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
TOR JUDGE or COMMON PLEAS COURT.
Wel are authorized to announce D. G
Park, of Mayfield, a candidate for elec-
tion a4 judge of the common pleas court
ot the prst judicial district. Election in
August. 1691.
• We are authorized to announcc Judge
W. S.t Bishop as a candidate for re-elec-
tion a.# Judge ok the common pleas court
of the; first judicial district. Election in
August, 1891.
FOR REPRESENTATIVE.
We are authorized to announce
W. C. Holland as a- vandidate for
representative from Lyon and Mar
shalt counties, subject to the action
of the democratic party.
We are authovized to announce J.
C. Glenn, a candidate for Represen-
tative to the next legislature, from
Lyon aiad, Marshall counties; sub-
ject to the action of the democratic
party. Election August..
We are au announce
:eVel, a candi
date to represe, you and Mar-
shall Counties in A -next general
assembly of Kentucky. Subject to
the action of the democratic party.
'
t Judge W. S. Bishop,
The anouncennent of Judge W. S.
Bishop as a candidate for reelec-
tionr to the office of common pleas
judge in thioalistrict, will be found
in this bone of the Tribune. The
jnd4e is wetland favorably known
to tile people of this co
untry, and
to ttempt to say a word that
wo4ld add to his reputation as a
jua4 judge, or his popularity as a
(fltl4en woulid be arrogant assump-
tior4 on our part but suffice it to say
he is a candidate for reelec.
tioi, and if elected will continue
to tin this important place upon
the bench with that ability and
hirness that has characterized him
in the past.
County Convention.
*e county convention was
called to order Saturday evening
promptly at 2 o'clock by the
chairman of the county commit-
tee: He stated the object of meet-
ing and said thatno one was wanted
in a democratic meeting but dem-
ocrats but that republicans and
members of other political parties
were welcome as visitors.
W. M. Reed was elected chair-
• ma; and W. M. Oliver, secretary.
" The chairman appointed J. R.
Lemon, J. W. Dycus, D. R. H. Tru-
itt, J. R. Jones and W. C. Holland
a cc mittee on resolutions after
wh the committee reported the
folio ding resolutions viz: resolved
that W. M. Reed, J It Lemon, C H
Starks, J. H. Little, W. M. Oliver,
J. 'W. Holland, S. L. Palmer, W. G.
Dycus and J. H. Johnson be ap-
poibted delegates to the state con-
vention which meets in Louisville,
Ky., on May 13 1S9l and they are
hereby instructed to east the vote
of this county as a unit for Brown
for governor; Alford lieutenant
"*ka, governor, John S. Rhea attorney
era); Norman Auditor; Furnish
^h instructioli;Hale treasurer






"Geneva" Writes a Charming




Such a fresh, exhilarating morn-
ing, a day "fit for the gods," in
short, an ideal day of Southern
spring. Summer is creeping on
apace and this popular resort will
soon be a mecca for seekers after
pleasure and health. It is so well
known all over this part of the
country that it is useless entering
into details concerning its many
advantages. But this summer the
genial proprietor r Mr. Holeman,
assures us ie to be one par excel-
lence—he expects the season to
begin very early and to rival that
of last summer, which was a "red
letter day" in the annals of Daw-
son. I was not here all last sea-
son and I have not yet ceased to
regret my absence; for so many
ha \ e assured me that it was one
rang round of brilliancy and enjoy-
ment.
'True I was having a delightful
time at another pleasant resort;
and as we mortals ara- so co
tuted aato bfin b-V1 one place at a
timeJ..ntl not be here and there
too, but hereafter I shall make it
convenient to spend at least apart
of the time here. The manage-
ment of the Arcadia are making
great improvements; the hotel is
receiving a beautiful new "spring
Bait" of fashionable yellow with
mahogany trimmings, while the
veranda ceilings are of a pale, cool,
delicious green, restful and re-
freshing to the eye and reminding
one of purling, shady wafer. The
rooms, too, are being renewed, the
furnishing all being of the cool
airy design so suitable-to comfort
in summer. The yard of the ho-
tel ia beginning to look lovely;
the April showers o' the list week,
together with the sunshine, have
brought out thegrass and leaves
till it is suggestive of June in the
breezy shade.
The walk to the well, bordered
with tall, grace.n1 maples, invites
you to loiter by the way, to sink
onto one of the rustic benches
placed along to tempt you. It is
cool, quiet and restful; take off
your hat and let the sweet, fresh
air lift the hair from temple and
brow, the rustling leaves above
you murmur a soft melody; the
skies to-day are cloudless; the
birds have come back from their
far off Sontherh home and twitter
merrily from the tree tops, blue
birds robins, mocking buds, are
in jealous rivalry and fill the air
with joyous bursts of melody. You
give yourself up to the charm of
the perfect day, an t feel that it is
such moments as this that sweeten
life and makes you glad for its
mere possession.
The early morning air seems to
infuse new life into one, which,
together with the life-giving wa-
ters, makes one feel as if he could
be a second Julius Courtney, and
become "master of his fate," but
in another and more nob:e way
than robbing unsuspecting mor-
tals of their "nervous ether" and
vitality.
Fishing in the river near is
wonderfully fine just now; and
several gentlemen are here for
that sport alone. The strings of
beautiful bass, trout and perch
they bring back would gladden
the heart of Isaac Walton—it is
enough to-make hie shades haunt,
the banks of the little stream.
The river itself is ideal in its
way, and only about a ten minutes
walk from the hotel. A turn
the road brings you to the wat r-
mill on its banks while the sound
of the falling water as it ru
tumbling over the dam, roaring
and foaming like a baby Niagara,
reaches their ear. An immense
rock 40 or 50 feet long ju's out
from the bank; on this you can
stand and watch the fascinating
dance of the waters, the white
foam swir:iag and purling in frosty
bubbles which leap and burst on
the air glinting like shattered dia-
monds in the sunlight. A dense
clump of trees shadow the further
end of this rock, making it a per-
fect paradise to the disciples of
Walton; here you can sit and cap-
ture:the gleaming members of the
finny tribe almost as fast as the
hook c an be baited. The river at
its widest point is: not more than
300 feet, but in many', places is 40
feet deep. In summer the boating
is delightful. Further down the
stream the cliffs begin and for
miles c ntinue in an almost un-
broken range overhanging the
water, often allowing the boat to
glide under till you can reach up
and touch them overhead.
When the mid-summer sun is
reeking vengeanlee dire on the
helpless earth, this spot is a verit-
able heaven ofrefnge. It is bliss
supreme to fib it down the placid
stream and let your thoughts soar.
above all things earthly; to dream
amidst these grand surroundings,
to watch the wavering netted re-
flection of the ripples on the rock
and see the gleaming sun-kissed
shadows in the water.
tinshipping the oars they let the
boat glide noiselessly under the
reckn. The sun was opposite and
in some wondrous way the esilec-
don is thrown on the water directly
beneath rende • 0. hem a lurid
_intn , as if a yellow fire
burned below. It glowed with
that awful yellow light that some-
times precedes a storm. As 1. let
my fingers slip idly through the
water they seemed bathed in liquid
amber and each tiny crested wave
that followed tipped with celestial
fire. It was a time and scene
never to be forgotten and as I
viewed the mighty handiwork of
Him, that even at this moment
could let loose and bury us for-
ever 'neath its volumed frag-
ments my heal t was filled with awe
and wonder and I thought: "What
is man that thou art mindful of
him, or the son,of man that thou
visitest him 1" • * • • •
There are only a few guests at
the Arcadia just at present, as it is
that time between the seasons.
The summer term has not begun
and people are waiting till a few
weeks later, when of course it is
more enjoyable. But the few who
are here came expressly for health,
and were wise in choosing the early
spring when all nature undergoes
a change and the weaker systems
need tonics to tone them up.
The bracing morning air of these
dewy hills, in a walk to tin salts
well before breakfast is more con-
ducive to an appetite than all the
patent appetizers on the market.
One need never put their foot
on the ground now as plank walks
and stepping stones pave the way
and keep the feet perfectly dry in
even the dampest weather. But
the greatest improvement, and the
one to be most appreciated by the
girls and boys is the new prome-
nade platform in front of the hotel.
It is three or four hundred feet
long, guarded by a stout railing
that will be every one's legal right
to "get a lean on." This is a much
needed improvement, for in sum-
mers past one trembled for the
reckless weight the frail old ban-
ister "lovingly" supported. But
it did its dirty and has earned its
needed rest.
if those planks could but speak,
Oh, the tales they could tell!
Could but echo the words
That in soft whispers fell
From the red lips of beauty,
As well as manly lips,
It could tellof the, touching
Of timid finger tips.
Of shyly stolen glances
When the moonlight sifted down;
Of quickly droping eyelids
Neath the shimmering golden
crown.
Of forms that nestle closer,
Of hearts in gentle flutter,
Of looks and sighs and glances
'stead
Of words they feared to utter.
• Of many a "questioin" fearfully
asked,
His eyes with love light beaming;
And many a shyly answer "yes,"
While "over the banister leaning."
Just now it is rather quiet; but
only a few weeks and it will be
gay and lively enough, the groands
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BENTON, MARS ALL Co., !CENTUCKY
COOK REO,
ATTORNEirki AT LAW,
MURRAY, CALL WAY, COUNTY KY
GILBERT AND OVETT,
ATT.. NETS AT LAW,
Will practice in
lect and remit imm
Alter August loth,
prosecute all pen
former and late 1
soldiers or their wi
cases where the sol
90ang7tf 1n2 s c
Binton, Ky.
11 the courts, and col-
diately ,on collection.
e will attend to and
on claims under the
.s giving pensions to
ows or orphans in all
ier served ninety days
CONSUMPTION CURED
An old physi ian, retired from
practice, having had placed in his
hands by an Raat India missionary
the formula of a simple vegetable
remedy for thel speedy and per-
manent cure of Consumption,
Bronchitis, Cat h, Asthma and
all throat and Lung Affections,
also a positive t4nd radical cure for
Nervous Debili y and all Nervous
Complaints, aft +r having tested its
wonderful curative powers in
thousands of cakes, has felt it his
duty to make it known to his
suffering fello s. Actuated by
this motive an a desire to relieve
human sufferin I *ill send free
of charge, to al who desire it, this
recipe, in Ge man, French or
English, with all direetions for
preparing arid using. Sent by
mail by addre sing wi h stamp,
naming this pa er. W, A. NOYES,






HARNESS, S DDLERY, ETC.
BENTON, KENTUCCY.
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From mytesidence in Benton, on i 
PAWS DN SPRINGS. 
March 25, tWo pow. One large ARCADIred cow, 8 years mild with points of
horns sae ed off; one two year old
white heifer with smile specks
about head and. neck. Marked
With crop off right ear :•nil split in
le!t. Any information of same will
rewarded. Dupriest, THE ARCADIA HOUSEti Bentou, Ky.
Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
THE BEST Stunt in the world
for Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers,
Salt Rheum, Fever Sores, Tetter,
Chapped Hands, Corns, and all
Skin Eruptions, and positvely
mires Piles, or no pay required.
It is guaranteed to give perfect
itatfaction, or money refunded.
Price 25 cents per box. For sale
by Starks & Lemon.
Remakable Rescue.
Mrs. Michael Curtain, Plainfield,
makes the statement, that she
aught cold, which settled on her
.41ngs; she was treated fora month
y her family physician, but grew
wore. He told her she was a
hopeless victim of consumption
and that no medicine could cure
her. Her druggist suggested Dr.
Xing's New Discovery for con-
Sumption; she bought a bottle and
to her.delight found herself bene-
fited from first dose- She contin-
ued its use and after taking ten
bottles, found herself sound and
Well, now does her own housework
and is as well as she ever was.—
Free trial bottles of this Greet
Discovery at Starks & Lemon's
Drug Store, large bottles 50c, and
$1.00. 2
HAMBY 11: HOUSE1
W. I. HAMBY, PROP'R.
Dawson, Ky.
 0 
This popular hotel has been ri;8'.
ted and newly and offers
extra indueeteents to t the
springs Rves ressonah e. C .in-
fortable R on'.. Fir4 s Ta'i!e
Fare. Guests hsve free • c es 4 to
the netem miner..1 vt this S14..111
rates to long stay et a. Ad 'ress
any part'en'a a W. I. HAM BY:
Dawe, n, K,.
Dyspepsia
Few people have suffered more severely
from dyspepsia than Mr. E. A. McMaiwn, a
well known grocer of Staunton, Va. He says:
" Before 1878 I was in excellent health, weigh-
ing over 200 pounds. In that year an ailment
developed into acute dyspepsia, and soon I
was reduced to 162 pounds, suffering burning
sensations in the stomach,
palpitation of the heart,
nausea, and indigestion.
I could not sleep, lost all
heart in my work, had tits of melancholia, and
for days at a time I would have welcomed
death. I became morose, sullen and irritable,
and for eight years life was a burden. I tried
many physicians and many remedies. One day










sia. I did so, and before taking the whole of
a bottle I began to feel like a new man. The
terrible pains to which I had been subjected,
ceased, the palpitation of the heart subsided,
my stomach became easier, nausea disap-
peared, and my entire system began to
tone up. With returning
strength came activity of
mind and body. Before
the fifth bottle was taken
I had regained my former weight and natural
condition. I am today well and I ascribe it
to taking Hood's Sarsaparilla."
N. B. If you decide to take Hood's Sarsa-
parilla do not be induced to buy any other.
ears
Hood's Sarsaparilla
Sold by all druggists. 51; six for 11.5. Prepared only
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.
100 Doses One Dollar 
ubenimtedailsetad.tesecus
SAMPLE %VA& eavz",:i'Vk''.ftn
-erat dlisconnt allowed to Postmasters, Agents and
orb pW1E1, A.° for 
Thredroesionna:
6 One Dollar. Lib-on receipt of 'V
-Clubs. The Porics
of New York is the HAILED ("ZrrrilONLY le-
timate Illustrated sporting and Sensational Journal
ublished on the American oontment.
apply for terms to FREE/
Slchard E. Fox, Franklin Square. New York.,




a tonic, or children that want building
up, should take
DROWN'S IRON BFFTERS.
It le pleasant to sake, cures Malaria. Indige&
tion, and Biliousness. Al: dealers keep it.
Th..•••1-10USE,
DAWSON, Hopkins County, Ky.
These Celebratedthol) beate and- salt Springs are s tuated
westimedoiately upon the Newport News dr MiSsissipi Railroad, 165 miles 
Louisville, Ky., and 58 miles east. of Paducah, Ky-.
is new and neatly furnished with a capacity of entertaining 300 pemsone.
The owners of the Hotel are always owners of the Springs and the guests
or the Arcadia House hawk FREE ACCESS TO THESE RINGS without extra
charge. Invalids should I-einem-be)r that-tile months of May and June
offer many advantages to persons visiting the Springs. The dry and
liquid salts ate manufactured at these.Springs. For pamphlets, circu-
lars. etc.. apply to ,
W PRITCFIET r, Mani er! N. M. 110DEMAN & CO., Prop's.
- 
— UNION TOBACCO. WARETIOUSr.
4
FAST COMMERCE STREET, NEAR PAS.+1 NGER DEPOT,
CLARKSVILLE. - - - - TENNESS$E.---
Mark Your Hogsheads -UNION TOBACCO WAREHOUSE" 
A V Good;)asture. m,
W R Browde,r, Vice-President,
A E Gardner Secretary,
E M Nolen, Woodford. Tenn:
W W Gill, Olinstend, Ky.
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White,
W D Meriwether,













Cash advanced on tobacco in store, bill lading or ip the hands 
,,f re.
sponsible farmers. All totaeco insured whle in store at the expense
of owner, except where there is no advance, and then without written





The lightest running, most simple and durable Aowing Machine '-
made. Satisfaction gaaranteed in every instance. Will keep on hand
all pieces for rena rs. E. BARRY. Agent
WHITES CREAM VERMIFUCE
HAS LED ALL WORM REMEDIES FOR 20 YEARS
EVERY BOTTLE GUARANTEED SOLD EVERYWHERE.
















Taken up as a stray by Jas. M.
4 Boyd, living one mile north of
live, on the Birmicghani road, one
ack and white pided cow; marked
a crop off the might ear and,
biiia the ltft ear; about One
the bu.lt (.f her tail is off.
at seven dollars by
Given under my h nd
7, 1891
Starks, Jr., J. P. Ml C.
Lander HouseCandies, Notions.
Our Goods are all Fresh and






PATRICK H. LEE, Prop 'r.
Gold fare. goo t beds and the best
I r attention. Mr. Lee wOmuld be
I leased to have his Mar-
shall county frieu4s
call and ste him. )
cOR. THIRD AND JEFFERsoi- AT/Ativr:-.^







.'aducah and all points North
Northwest, leaves at 9 a. m., arrives
at 6 p. m., daily except Sunday.
ft•nton to Paris, Tenn., and all points
South iii,"autheast, leaves at 5:15 p. m ,
arrives at 9:30 a.m.. daily except Sunday.
Benton to St. Louis and all points West
and Northwest, leaves every Sunday at 9
a. m., arrives at 6 p. m.
HACK LINE.
Benton to Paducah, via Scale, Palma,
Coy, Sharp and Epperson, leaves at 8 a.
and arrives at 5 p. m., daily except
Sunday
STAR ROUTES.
Ber,ton to Birmingham, via Hamlet, Ol-
ive and Fair Dealing, leaves at 6 a. m.,
arrives at 7 p. m., every Tuesday, Thurs-
day and Saturday. -
Benton to Arnettsville. leaves at 7 a
arrives at it a m, every Tuesday and Sat-
urday.
TIME TABLE P T & A RAILROAD
SOUTH BOUND TRAINS.
Passenger Daily, at 5:57 13• m•
Local Daily, at 8:5o a. M.
NORTH BOUND TRAINS.
Passenger Daily, at 9:19 a. m.
Local Daily, at 4:18 p. m.
HOME AFFAIRS.
Frank Smith called Monday.
All tout for the convention next
week.
Select the best man and vote for
him the primary election.
Mrs P. W. Calvert of Calvert City
has been sick for several weeks.
Wils. Holland of Birmingham,
called on the Tribune Saturday.
P. W. Calvert and his charming
daughter were in town last week.
Genie Irvan, the dashing merch-
ant of Wadesboro was in town last
week.
Look over our advertising list if you
want-to know where to buy goods
cheap.
Capt. Jack Carter, of Mayfield,
was a visitor at county court,
Monday.
The Methodist church at linens-
burg has been newly painted inside
and out and seats stained.
Mr, Art Butler and Miss Annie
Roach of Gilbertsville were married
last week by justice Houston.
The trustees of the Marshall
county seminary will begin at once
to build an addition to the semina-
ry.
School is out nod the festive kid .131fartiage licenses since last re-
is upon:us. Our troubles will no% or por : D C Odum a.Aci Martha A 0-
dum: II A Blakney and AL Ford;
Lloyd Washburn and Sarah F Hart-
Tue champion machine, C. M.
ley; A R Butler and Annie Roach;
Green, agt, made a grand display
Jas H Reed and S C Holland; Wm
county court day. R Frizzell and 1V E Gregory.
Mr. J. H. Criswell, the timber
man, states that hereafter anything
less than second grade timber, both
in oak and hickory, will not be re-
ceived anywhere on the line
W. M. Reed and Dr. R. H. Starks
will begin at once to erect a new
pair of two story brick houses on
the old hotel property. Benton is
certain to have a healthy growth
this year.
B. T.!Hall is announced in this
issue of the Tribune for the legisla-
ture subject to the action of the
party. Dr. Hall is a good man and
if elected will make a faithful rep-
resentative.
Mr. W. B. Hamilton, the live wa-
gon maker, from Briensburg, was
in town Saturday. He reports his
shop business rushing and says he
is turning out new wagons and
plows right along. He makes a spe-
cialty of wagon and buggy work
and always has plenty of orders on
hand.
Prof. J. C. Glenn's announcement
will be found in this week's paper
for a seat in the next General As-
sembly of Kentucky from Lyon and
Marshall counties, subject to the
action or the democratic party.
He is a good farmer and comes be.
tore the people backed by a petition
of 500 or 600 of his fellow c tizens.
He is a good alliance and is strong-
ly backed by his home people.
Consider his claims.
We have failed heretofore to
mention the candidacy of D. G.
Park, of Mayfield, for judge of the
comon pleas court. Mr. Park has
many friends here who will hail
with delight his announcement for
this office, for which.he is so emi-
nently qualified. He is a man of
splendid mental attainments, a
lawyer of profound: erudition and
sterling integrity. If elected to
the honorable position to which he
aspires he will make an impartial
and upright judge and the people
will never regret their selection.
We can most heartily commend
him to the voters as one worthy
their suffrage, in every way.
Ben Houston Esq of Gilbertaville
Champion Harvesting Machine.
called and subscribed for the Tri-
bune. He will be a haypy man the 
New tn4 improved. The beet
lest of the year. cutter, l
ightest draft,easiest handled
and most durable of all machines.
F.ube Davis shot a mule belong- Sold by C. M. Green, Benton, Ky.
ing to a Mr Pervine living near Cal.
vert City, for which he will be tried
before the county judge next week. 
Mrs. Clayton Wood Boyd.
, A. fair audience greeted Mrs. Clay-
Vote for the reform candidates
ton Wood Boyd at the seminary,
Thursday evening. Her entertain-
ones out and elect th se who will
merit was a most excellent one,
h ive n met t'ng t le..st owe a y ear. embracing numerous selections of
Col. J88. Love, of Birmingham, a pathetic and humorous kind.
called to see us Saturday. He re- Mrs. Boyd is rarely gifted in this
ports the tie business flourishing at line and her impersonations were
his town and Rays the wheat crop I remarkably true to nature. The
all over the county is very fine. I programme of the evening consist-
ed of the following readings: "Floe-
sic Lane's marriage:" "How Ruby
played:" "Lases:" a selection from
"Josiah Allen's wife:" "Story of
some Bells"; "Creeds of the
Bells:" "Bro. Watkin's farewell
election just ahead
for town tiustees. Turn the old
An order was made by the coun-
ty cont t last Monday, allowing the
• people of the town o vote on the lo
cal optien law. The election first
in June. Anither lively
of us. sermon:" "A boy's compositio
A primary election has been called on woodchucks". It would be diffi
for May 30 t selet t a demoeratic cult to say what pleased the and-
( ard:dt te to n present Lyon and fence most in a repertory so entire-
M rhallt ci4ities in the next Ken lypleasing. "Creeds of the Bells",
tuekv legislature. We will publish however,deserves especial mention
the re,oltiti 114 and instructiens re- as the elocutionist's intonation was
garding it next week. truly wonderful. As "Josiah Al-
Prof. J N 0 White Jr., called to len's wife" 
Mrs. Boyd is faultless if
not inimitable; and the "Boy's coin-see Lis Monday. He is touring the
position" pro yoked a storm ofpurchase with a first class show
laughter and applause. In every
and reports the box office receipts
• are very satisfactory. He 
will feature the entertainment was a
make a date for Benton in t
he pronounced success and those
who failed to attend surely missed
near future.
a rare treat. It is to be hoped that
The Benton ball club went to Pat is Mrs. Boyd will favor us again, at
Tenn..; astSunday and played against some future time.
the club at that place which resulted
in favor of our boys. Benton 13, Happy Hoosiers-
Paris 2. Tuesday the Paris club Wm. Timmons, Postmaster of
came down and played our club on Idaville, Ind., writes: 
"Electric Bit-.
tens has done more for me than all
our ground. The game resulted as other medicines combined, for that
usual in favor or our home club. bad feeling arising from Kidney
Benton 20. Paris 16. The Paris and Liver trouble." John Leslie,
club is composed of nice gentlemen farmer and stockman, of same
sod we will always welcome them place, says: 
"Find Electric Bitters
among US. 
to be the best Kidney and Liver
medicine, made me feel like a new'
The school whit% has been so man." J. W. Gardner, hardware
successfully conducted by prof. merchant, 
same town says: "Elec-
tric 
B.Wright and Miss. Bessie Chap- 
e Bitters is just the thing for a
man who is all run down and dont
lain, at the seminary for the past care whether he lives or dies; he
term closed last Thursday. An ap- found new strength, good appetite
propriate program was made up and felt just lik he had a new lease
fog. the occasion and the exercises on life. 
Only 50c. a bottle, at
were very enjoyable. The teachers 
Starks & Lemon's Drug store. 2
le*, Saturday, for their respective
OM— whither they will be fol-
owed by the beat wishes of all our
SD*"
low BRoirrs IRON BITTERS
Cure. IncligesUon, Bilionmess, Dyspepsia, Mal*
its, Nervousness, and General Debility. Pliyal
clans recommend it. All dealers sell it. Genuine
Imam& stork and ceased raillInsa OR WIPP,
BUSINESS LOCALS.
A new stock of canned goods at
J. J. Swindell's.
Subscriptions for this paper
may be left at the office or at J. R.
Lemon's drug store.
Bear in mind Pomroy's Sweet
Chill Cure is guaranteed to cure.
J. R. Lemon.
1500 rolls new Wall Paper at.
Lemon's Drug Store. Call and ex-
amine his stock.
For tired feeling, loss of appetite
and general debility there is no
remedy equal to "C. C. C. Certein
Chill Cure." Sold by Lemon. 25 4t
Don't forget the TRIBUNE when
you want job printing. We will do
your work as good as the best and
cheap as the cheapest.
Swindell's soda fountain is in full
blast.
Buy your molasses from N. R.
Reed
Everything in the grocery line at
N. R. Reed's.
Try early breakfast coffee. Sold
by N. R. Reed.
Finest lot of candies in town at
J. J. Swindell's.
The beat brands of flour at N. R.
Reed's.
Don't fritter away your hard earn-
ings on other remedies, when "C. C.
C. Certain Cough Cure" is guaran-
teed to give satisfaction. Sold by
.I. R. Lemon. 25-4t
Just Received a Consignment of
•
500 PIECES OF BEST FRENCH SATINES ! 500
DIftz.That must IN closed out this week at 8 1-3 e. yard !les
ofFOR7vtER pRice, 25 + ceNTs.
inatt.Also # big lot of Ginghams, Challies, White Goods and Dress Goods/at
about half the r value. In Shoes, slippers, Gents' Furnishings, and Clothing
e DEFY CO7vMETITION
LEE SCH AB & BRO., 216 and 218 broadway, Paducah, Ky.
 — 
Geo. We R ley,,New Millinery!
a"Only 15 barrels of Marshall ,
County Sour Mash Whiskey on !
hand. It is
Two .YEARS OLD
and as pure as any &eta Mash
made. I will sell it from now till
July 10 at
$2.00 PER GAiXON
ill 15 per half gallon, 75 c. per
quart. Now is the time to buy—
while it is cheap.
G. W. RILEY.
BENTON WAGO
Why waste money on nostrums 1AL 0 Rwhen a 25 cent bottle of Pomroy's
Vermifuge will save your little
darling's life. As a worm destroyer  AND
J. R. Lemon will guarantee it.
Don't suffer your children to suf 
GENERAL REPAIR SHOPS.
fer with a cough, when "C. C. C.
Certain Cough Cure" cures all
cough and croup sufferers. .Sold by
J. R. Lemon. 25-4t
When you want Pure Sour Mash
Robertson and Lincoln .county AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.,
whiskies, send your orders to
Young & Nobles, Paris, Tenn., I solicit a fair share of vlour pat




Manufactures and Repairs Wagons
Carriages, Plows, Side Harrows, Two
Horse Harrows, and all kinds of
MIIORSESHOEI NG A SPEC
One of the oldest and time tried I employ none but good Workmen,
remedies on the American market SHOP ON CLAYTON ST. NEAR MILL
is Pomroy's Liver Cure. It cannot 
be beat. Why let Liver Complaint n
destroy your happiness and health Royal Insurance Co
when one bottle of this excellent
Cure will cure you. Price 50 cents, OF LIVERPOOL.
Sold by J. R. Lemon.
We handle nothing but the very
best wines and liquors that can be
bought in the market and our
prices are reasonable. All we ask
is a trial order and we will prove
what we say. Young & Nobles,
Paris, Tenn.
Thousands and tens of thousands
of bottles of "C. C. C. Certain Chill
Cure." are sold yearly and the peo-
ple are constantly clamoring for
more. They know a good thing
when they try it. Sold by J. R.
25-4tmun.
SALARY, $25 PER WEEK.—
WANTED: Good Agents to sell our
General line of merchandise. No
peddling. Above salary will be!
paid to "live" agent.. For lurther
information, address: CnicAco GEN
ERAL SUPPLY Co., 178 West Van
Buren St, Chicago, Ill. [20 lyr]
BARBEE Sr CAsTLEMAN, Managers.
Statement, January,1890.
Cash assets, . . . $92,(00,000
Cash assets in U. S. . 15,000,000
Cash fire surplus, . . 11.000,000
Losses pd. since organiza-
tion,  12,000,000
0--.
fillr The Royal Insure ce Com:
pany has the largest Cash Fire Sur-
plus of any Fire.Insurancle Compa-
ny in the world.
J. R. LEMON. RESIDENT AGENT,
Benton, Kentucky.
IHOLLAND
If you are suffering with la grippe ,
I would advise you to send to Young! 
BENTON, KY.
& Nobles, Paris, Tenn., and get SOUTH SIDE PUBLIC SQUARE,
some of their old Robertson t ounty I
whisky. You will find it pure anti —DEALER —
unadulterated. They .also keep
filled promptly.
fine old Brantlits. Orders by mail Dry Goods Notions
Do MI want to save from 25 to
50 vents on every dollar you spend? 
Groceries, Boots
If so, write for our Illustrated Cat- Shoes, etc.
slope, containing illustrations!
anti prices of everything manufact-
ured in the United States. at
manufacturers' prices. 10,000 ii- I have a full and complet line of
lustrations, all lines represented.!
Catalogue mailed free on apoliel- General Merch'd'se
tion. CHICAGO GENERAL SUPPLY Co..
178 West Van Buren St1,20C.iiiyeralgo. Which I will sell at tht smallest
living p Wrofits. hen n town
Dtlays are dangerous—then don't give me a call and be con-
delay in subscribing for THE THIB- vineed of the 
trulth
UNE, for fear you be in danger of of what I '
the judgment. say.
J. R. Lemon is the enterprising
druggist who handles the great
Pomroy Sweet Chill Cure.
Have your stock bills printed at --Dealer in—
TRIBUNE Office. tf
The sickly season is approach-
ing. Buy pure sour mash at Geo.
Riley's.
WOOL CARDING.
I will have my wool carding ma-
chine in operation May let and will
be ready for all business in that
line. R. G. TREAS. 26-2m
If Your House is on Fire
You put water on the burning tim-
ber, not on the smoke. And if you
have catarrh you should attack the —
disease in the blood, not in your 
-AND—
nose. Remove the impure cause.
and the local effect subsides To
the great blood purifier, which rad- Country , Produce,do this, take lIt.od's Sarsaparilla,
ically and permanently cures
catarrh. It also strengthehs the
nerves. Be sure to get only Hoodia





J. W. DYCUS, J. D. PETERSON, SOLON,L. PALMER
President. Vice President. Cashier
BANK OP BENTON
CAPITAL STOCK $25,000.
Accounts of Merchants and Inaividuals Solicited
Deposits from Minors and Married Women received, subject to be
Paid at Sight, on their check.
A GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS TRANSACTED IN ALL ITS
BRANCHES.
Special Attention Given to Collections,
Office Hours from 9 o'clock a. m., to 3 o'clock p. m.
DIRECTORS.
J. W. DYCUS, J. H. LITTLE,
G. W. SLAUGHTER. J. R. SMITH,





Latest Styles ! Dry Goods, and Notions,
LOWEST PRICES!
Mrs. W. B. Hamilton
13RIENSBURG, KY.
— :o: —
Ladies, I will sell you hats trim-
med to order in the latest styles and











Oar. rovirb.rka, fir01•11, ',NI, spare.
*oaf, ov-hr rs, itr , efe , etc.
i% BOAT FOR $300
illur,61 —TO —
THE PLElISURE PAT 3 Cr AMEIIICS
Ti'T BUY ELSEWHERE
sr.- my catalogue for 1891 ; send boast
sfattop for it.
1, H. RUSETCN, Canton, N. Y,
N. Y. CITY SALESROOM,





Each Machine has a drop leaf,
fancy cover, two large drawers,
with nickel rings, and a full set
of Attachments, equal to any Sin-
ger Machine sold from $40 to
$60 by Canvassers. A trial in your home be-
fore payment is asked. Buy direct of the Manu-
facturers and save agents' profits besides getting
certificates of warrantee for five years. Send for
testimonials to Co-operative Sewing Machine
Co., 26414_9 SW. imithpSALT,Philadelphia, Pa.




A N.) STORE FIXTURES
THLT ER RY M'F'G. CO.
NASHVILLE ' TEN N.
Jackson
Favorite Waist
HAS• ,- 7, .•. , ••/•,,, ,_.7.!••••a
' --.....jii--4---- ';',- r!:iii STYLE
cy,.....2.,...,,,,....,__;,-,,,,p,.,;,: ,








Ailio*I:.We .hookl.r strops, soft
button fronts or oriloaRrY
IHYCiENIC, HEALTHFUL,
DOOM TO WOMEN.
FOFI $AL EC BY ALL DEAL RS, ORSENT POET PAID FOR $1.10
Nertin size mzet if white or drnb
is de•ired. ALWAYS ADDRESS THE
Coronet Corset CO JACKSON,.. MICH.
Groceries,Turniture, Etc.
To those who are so unfortunate to need them I have a complete
line of both GOOD AND PLAIN COFFINS which I will sell at
reasonable prices. When needing anything in my line give me a call.
I HANDLE THE BEST GRADES OF COAL, AND DELIVER
Free to any part of the city.
BARRY & STEPHENS,
—DEALERS In
Drugs Medicates Paints, Oils, Varnishes Etc
Groceries Hardware Clueenswaraetiens
FLOUR, BACON, LARD AND „/AL IN STO
At the Lowest Cash Prices
BENTON, - KENTUCKY.
 •
BENTON SAW AND PLANING MILL,
CARR & ALEXANDER,
BENTON, * - •
Manufacturers of All Kinds of
KENTUCKY.
Rough and Dressed Umbel,
MOTJLAIDIINTG-s O.
W. L. BURNETT, Graves county. E. H. PURYEAR, Paducah
W. L. BURNETT & CO.,
....PROPRIEToRS of....
BROADWAY TOBACCO WAREHOUSE




Six months Free storage to sellers. Liberal cash advances made Ob




DANIEL and J. H. WOODARD
FAMOUS DISTILLERS OP
Pare Sour lash Robertson and Lincoln Co. Illskiet
 And Dealers in 
Apple and Peach Brandies, Wines, Etc.
 Sole Agents for
F. W. COOK'S*XELEBRATEDID„PILS'NER*.HXPOBT•ASER.
The Smith Business Colby
Where is taught Single and Double Entry Book-F-
ship, Grammar, Business Arithmetic, Commissio-
eial Law, Correspondence and General Blusie
For catalogue containing full i•
JNO. a"






Both the method and results,when
Syrup of Figs is taken; it is pleasant
and refreshing to the taste, and acts
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,
Liver and Bowels, cleanses the sys-
tern effectually, distels colds, head-
aches and fevers maid cures habitual-
constipation. Syrup of rigs is the •
only remedy of its kind ever pro-
duced, pleattiug to the taste and ac-
, eeptable to the stomach, prompt in
t " its action and truly beneficial in its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthy and agreeable substances,
its many excellent qualities com-
mend it to all and have made it
the most popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 504
iind 81 bottles by all leading drug-
gists. Any reliahU druggist who
may not have it on. hand will pro-
cure, it promptly for4 any one who
wishes to try it. Do not accept
an/ substitute.
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
sv. FRANCISCO. C4L.
LOUISVII1E, KY. KEN ram
"German
Syru
The majority of well-read phys-
icians now believe that Con -Limp-
ti9n is a germ disease. In other
words, instead of being in the con-
stitution itself it is caused by innu-
merable small creatures living in the
lungs having so business there and
eating them away as caterpillars do
the leaves of trees.
A Corrn The phlegm that is
coughed up is those
parts of the lungs
which have been
gnawed off and destroyed. These
little bacilli, a,s the germs are called,
- are too small to be seen with the
-1 eye,la* they are very much
aline just the same, and enter the
body in our food, in the air we
breathe, and through the pores of
the skin. Thence they get into the
blood and finally arrive at the lungs
where they fasten and increase with
frightful rapidity- Then German
*yintp comes in, loosens them, kills
them, eicpells them, heals the places
-1,9aye, and. so nourish and
socithe that, in a short timeconsump-










, One of the most important organs of the
human body is the LIVER. When it fails to
properly perform its functions the entire
system becomes deranged. The BRAIN,
KIDNEYS, STOMACH, BOWELS, all refuse
to perform their werk. DYSPEPSIA,CON-
STIPATION, RHEUMATISM, KIDNEY DIS-
EASE, etc., are the results, unless some-
thing is done to assist Nature in throwing
riff the impurities caused by the inaction
of a TORPID LIVER. This assistance so
necessary will be found in
Prickly Ash Bitters!
It acts directly en the LIVER. STCMACH
and KIDNEYS, and by its mild and cathartic
effect and general tonic qualities restores
these organs to a sound, healthy condition,
and r'-es all diseasss arising from these
causes. It PURIFiES THE BLOOD. tones
up fife system, and restores perfect health.
If your druggist does not keep it ask him to
order it for you. Send 2c stamp for copy of
"THE HORSE TRAINER," published by us.
PRICKLY ASH BITTERS CO.,
sole Presne;on. ST. LOUIS. MO.
MAGIC CiiHE hid MEN
$500 f f . ate of LOST or FaititeG fetAisettlt
trenrral or Nerriyous DgaiLiTy, weakupploi
or m.nel, the rifects of errors or excesses in ofd el
young that we cannot cure. We guarantee every
case or refund every d liar. Five dsys trial treats
meat $1, full course 5, Perceptible benefits real,
Bed in three days. mail, sesurely packed from
e Steibsevvshoc COOK nr CO.. OMAHA. Sas.
it
Title Combination of MOCHA,
JAVA and RIO.
- ra Card Given
- stand package. For
Noulan E,,ics Co., Udall
1NLY
THE ALMA NC V.
CONTEMPORANEOUS NOTES.
Industrial Educator: In the great
conflict now corning on the masses on
the one hand are untrained and poison-
ed by the prejudice and falsehood. The
classes on the other lhand are skilled
with all the satanic d i' eptions andr
flushed with it thousand ictories._
•a*
Freewater (Oregon.) H rald: If the
recent transactions in congress can be
properly defined as stateSnianahip,
there is a wide gulf betWeen etates-
manship and what is known :as hard,
horse sense; and there is little doubt
that, if given an opportunity, the peo-
ple would choose the latter every time.
•**
'Alliance Free Lance,: The questi
of the organization of the neW pat s
being extensively discussed in A,j.haMe
papers. As the great Cincinnati
hag which will settle this matter does
not occur for over a year there will be
abundance of time to gels all: the pros
and cons in regard to Ws mat* fully
before the people. /Let the agitation
goon:
* *
The Ruralist. Huron, 5. Dak.: If
the legislature has any inone3r to spare
for agents of any kind we Suggest that
it would pdy the state well to employ a
competent person to restrain emigra-
tion. We have had enough emigres
Sion lionms in the interest of banks,
ra road and land speculators. Now
t us have some legislation to assist
in retaining the people we have here.
The farmers of _South Dakota will
bring irinnigration', if they are not
compelled to emigrate themselves.
• *** •
Alliance Sentinel: The County
secretaries want to take warning. The
enemies are on your track. You will
be often asked for all the mines of, the
sub-Alliance seereitaries. De not give
them away, you have no right to do so.
Those names are the private property
of the Alliance and when requested to
give them to unknown parties you can
safely conclude they we not the friends
of the Alliance. Th y only want such
names for partisan and speculative
prurpoaes. They will 'use such names
io beat ti,nd undermine the Alliartce.
Look out for them/
• *
Dallas Mercury: One hundred new
Alliances have been organized and
three hundred and fifty dot-Must bodies
re-organized sinfai Dec. l2.th, of last
year. This should teach the croakers
who say the Alliance in not growing in
power to tell the truth on this subjeet.
There is renewed vigor all along the
line. Alliance men are determined to
succeed in their struggle'for the right.
A more aggressive fight than has ever
been made.in any labor organization
Since the beginning of civilization. Ev-
ery man win be fcrced to take a Posi-
tion where he belongs, either tor or
against the peophs The struggle will
be a mighty one, but stills's-determines




Education is . liable. It literally
means, • ruling out." Hence, as
_splied, it is a leading out of the pow-
ers of the mind. It does not necessa-
rily follow that it must be Obtained in
the schools. The schools Etre used as
a means because Of their convenience.
But there are insai who have not enjoyed
school privileges, yet are well educat-
ed. Their education nsaar not be
polished, but it is imtnensely practical
and herein consists it value. Much of
the training of the schools is ,impracti-
cal; that is, the possessor fails to apply
it. In such cases the education fails
of its objects. •Many farmers have
uudecstood, this distinctihn. As a
reeult'llioy have made leading citizens.
The dude may sometimes sneer at
their lack* polish, in*, sensible peo-
ple will always respect them, America
is blessed with a multitude of farmers
who are using every opportunity for
self-imprevem,ent. Their influence is
being felt, not onW at home, but
abroad, . They are fixin,g their impresS
upon tills nation. ,
Plain Talk: The fellows who advo-
cate dear money and cheap property
rested their argument against silver
eoisiage on the assumption that silver
coinage will drive gold into the hoard-
ing vaults and send it to a.premium.
This is ,quite as false as the arguments
tieley have abandoned. Kree coinage
cif athets would d0 no snob thing, We
have had free coinage in this country.
but gold never went to a premium as a
consequence. On the oontrary, the
freer use of silver would make less de-
mand for gold. and, further, if there
was a prospect that 'gold was going to
a premium in this. country, gold which
is new being held in reserve in Europe
would immediately seek a profitable
market here. ,Oh, no; gold will not
go to a premium by a freer use of sil-
ver. Gold will become less valuable
as silver becomes more valuable, As
it becomes lest valuable it will, be
hoarded less: Gold can't gross to a
premium an3seasier by the adoption of
a silver standard than the sapient edil
tors who conjure great misfortunes as
a consequence of the use of Silver, can
lift themselves up by the boot straps.
. •
•
Alliance Sentinel, Lansing, Mich.-
For the man who honestly investigates
public questions on their true merits
and in all their bearings relative to the
real welfare and prosperity of the
country with the view of .casting an in-
telligent ballot, calculated to foster the
liberties Of the people and a .Republi-
can form of government, we have the
most profound respect and untounded
admiration, whether he votes as we do
or not. But for the representative of
that other class of so-called freemen,
and supporters of good government,
who seems neither to knew nor , care to
know anything of public quest4ons or
the primary .principles of American
freedom or who possess not the moral
cours.go or integrity to vote their
honest sentiments, but are the ready
tools of designing po(liticians and office-
?seekers and socn paoud to know that
they are of sufficient importance to be
the object Of the attention ef his lord
and, master we profess an unlimited
contempt. The very sight or thought of
such a man is repugnant and revolting
to the lover of freedom and tho admir-
er of true American citizenship. Such
a man is unwortliy the blessings of lib-
erty.. He is tit only for a state. of
slavery. In his composition is only
the material of which, slaves are made.
SENSELESS CARPINci.
The Alliance Is Opposing Only the Peo-
ple's Oppressors.
Constantly we hear it said that all
this stir and commotion among the
farmers and laborers will amount to
nothing and the brains and wealth of
the country will hold the mastery. But
how did they bring about the present
state of affairs? By laws. How do they
propose to continue the mastery? By
the process of law. Take away the bul-
warks of legal process, and how long
would the upper ten grind down the
lower millions? The entire system of
jurisprudence in this boasted land of
civil liberty is one sided and discrimi-
natjng. Money, property, id rights
and special privileges are as securely
guarded as under the most despotic
government. Life, liberty and the pur-
suit of happiness are not of the first
importance to our lawmakers. To such
the protection of the dollar is of great-
er importance than the life of the poor.
For every, proposed law that may be
justly styled class legislation advanced
from our' side, we can point to ten laws
mow l on the 'statute books that were
enacted solely to fortify and protect
money. If you do this capital will
withdraw from your state. If fou do
that we will foreclose your mortgages
and evict you from your homes. Why
d how? Is it not unequal and un-
just laws that make this possible? We
have said time and again, says the
Dako Ruralist, better far that all
foreign 'capital withdraw than that we
all be sla es. Extery chattel mortgage
sale is an auction block, and every
eviction is a phase of human slavery
and wars have been fought over lesser
wrongs. We t the brains ana
wealth of this country to understand
that we are not titr4endly to either if
they are on a level before the law with
the bodies and Wits at, the men and
women of this land. We are fighting
on money because this government
-provides that the national beaks shall
have a monopoly practically without
interest an"d denies the same to us. We
are fighting on railroads because they
discriminate against the producers and
favor the middlemen and bribe the
legislators. Let the men of brains and
possessors of boodle take up the wage
of battle just as soon as they please.
The people are aroused. These are
they who possess all power, and they
Make and unmake the instruments of
their pleasure. These are they who
produce all wealth, and they will con-
trol its distribution.
The Parmers'Allianee.
These Alliances are virtually school
houses fli which the co principlesrrect
of political economy are ng taught,
says • •Brick" PoMeroy, in a Advance
Thought. They are the Well-springs
of regeneration from political serfdom
for the *benefit of the Goulds, Quays,
Belmonts and others.
The Wall street machinery, now in
the one-man control at Jay Gould, dur-
ing the month of November, 1890, by
simply withholding $75,000,000 from
business uses, caused a depreciation in
listed securities of "0 ,000. Jay
Goulc r o quidt, got $75.-
where he could dam it and pre-
vent it flowing into the market. Then
men found themselves as an army with
supply trains cut off. Failure after
failure; down went banks, business
men and depositors by the thousands- .
not alone in New York,' but in every'
city touched by the finandial wires of
man's dependence upon min. ..
This is called "operating" the mar-
ket. This is the direct resnit of so
shortening the volume of m4m4y that
two or three risen can earner 431d con-
trol it. .
The Wall street operators lose mil-
lions, and to keep up the fever, the
government pours millions of dollars
into the laps of gamblers and in turn
slaps the tariffs upon the laborers and
farmers. The wealth producers are
ground still deeper in the soil waiting
for their bodies, and the wealth ab-
sorbers go on skinning each other,
controlling caucuses, political parties
and legislation. •
The Barings fail for $100,000,000,
and banks; ,rush to their rescue. A
farmer fails to 'produce enough from
his land to meet the interest on his
mortgage, and the law steps in and
confiscates his home and he steps out,
a heart-broken man with a heart-
broken family.
Wedded to Their Ideas.
It is a strange thing how men will
become wedded to certain ideas and
stick to them when, if they would stop
to think, with unprejudiced minds, for
a moment the absurdity of their posi-
tion would be apparent. But, alas! forS
poor unfortunate man, he is so consti-
tuted as to think that he is right, and
every one who differs from him is
wrong. The old saying that "as the
twig is bent so Will the tree incline" is
no truer than "as strong as the father
was in the faith of either of the old
parties so will be the faith of the son."
Everyone seems to be proud of his po-
litical pedigree, and takes pleasure in
tracing it back to remote antiquity.
And if you want to hear
"Como one, come all!
This rock shall fly
From its firm base
As soon as I."
Just dispute his loyalty to his party
and you will hear it, and get a black
eye to boot, if you don't mind. The
sooner such as this is eradicated from
the minds of the People the better it is
for us. Are we true Americans if we
let prejudice predominate our reason?
'Indeed we are not; our Americanism
extends no further than giving Us a
nanie. The typical American is the
one that is ready and willing to eradi-
cate fault wherever it is found, whether
it is in keeping with what his father
taught him or not. -Ohio County
Farmer.
James Gordon Bennett and the Imps.
This is one of James Gordon Ben-
i
nett's prime stock stories, as he re-
lates it; When Irving was playing in
••Fause in this country, he made it
very realistic hy employing a lar.ge
number of supornumaries who alter-
nately{ appeared as angels and then as
imps of darkness. One of the grand
scenes is where the imps of darkness
descend. At a signal from Mephisto
the imps begin to scamper and get
down below through a trap door.
Many had gone sipwn below when a
big, fat, 450-cent-akight imp started
down. Ho was too large for the trap
door and got stuck. In vain he tried
to push himself , down. An Irishman
in the gallery leaned forward and said:
"Thank God; hell's full"
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Some Helpsfor ()cal success,
"What is the b st food for a sin-
ger?" is a question Try often asked of
of me, and, of all p Ofessional singers,
I reply: "The plai est .food is by far
the beat." Good, lain, but inourish-'
ing 'food; for ti at is the lbest for
health,and to be w II in health is to be
well in voice, and rood health is abso-
lutely necessary for good singing.
Some few things should He entirely
avoided, . such as nuts, for instance,
which affect the tl roat as well ItS time
. ,
digestion. To-lea a regular life Is ;ml-
so absolutely j.ezt .ntial, and, young-
and indeed, niSLA, istes, if t ley wish
to excel, musflliv for-their a alone.
and must give np. great man "pleas-
ures"; but if this, a it Should do, 
1
en-
ables the artist to becoi ie great
then they ,; ha e their !reward
for all sacriffees: To 'be artistes,
they should live as artistes es - when-
ever possible, to ear and t See tine
singing and fiee a ting; emit vcir to
see fine pictures, tine . stet( s; !read
clever books and he bio ! hies of
great men and gr t histori .a.l. char-
acters; to jivei: in f et, in an atmos-
phere Of art and of intellect, Which
they may be disp sed o think` in
;1 m at firstwill help thenef RT iOre . u 
their oVvri artistic areer.
• I would say to student. "Study
the notes, the •w ds, the intention
and meaningof eN  thing; think 'these
thoroughly °tit, ther it rill urr. into
one consecutive wl ale, and then and
to it any genius -ou inay have of
your own." And n -doing thia ,dri: not
be discouraged it u do. not ! immed-
iately attain the I esired reSult; but
persevere in your ea. In studying a
new work I have any times laded to
reach the effect fo which I was striv-
ing; but I have winced on, and per-
haps at rehearsal, or perhaps at the
first performance, 't has come to me
quite unexpected! and as a great
surprise, like n ii spiration.
shutting your elf p in the selfish coa-
1
But all this nu not also mean the
templation of po r Own personal ca-
reer alone, for y ti. must remember
that to. act well y, u must understand
human nature we 1; and to sing so as
to touch others' , earta you , must be
in sympathy with those hearts your
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Chamber's Journa.2,
Riots for Parlor Elocution,.
Commence by' reading aloud. To
do Oda well is iu itself, worth a good
deal of effort. and you need never be
without an audience. , Read the paper
to father, in that half-hour just before
tea. When ha has comei home "all tired
out." Road, to mother'while she sews;
she will be glad to hear anything good,
and you will perhaps find In her what
every young elocutionist needs-a just.
but kindly critic. And while you read,
think. Be •sure you are bringing out
the author's thoughts correctly. If not
quite satisfied with the way you have
read ia passage. put a mark on the
margin, and when you reach the end
go hick and try it again till you are
surehf it. In reading. the voice should
be pitched moderately low, but every
word must be enunc ated distinctly.
Uphissyou are on you feet while read-
ing it well back . in your 'chair, and
keep the back. straight, which will
enable you to breathe -skiwly and deep-
ly. In readieg and elocution. as in
singing, it is importanS to take breath
in sdch places and in such quantities,
thatithe voice will ,remain full and
round until The sense is complete. No
gasps must occur in the middle of a
sentence, and there should be no hur-
rying toward the emd because the.
breath is nearly out.- As to where one
should take breaths while reading there
is no rule but the infallible rule of
common sense; your hearers should
never know' just when you do it.
Chose for public - reading or speaking
picots suited to your voice and ability.
Many a young elocutionist has come to
grief and failure merely on account ,of
a mistakeu ambition. It may be law
yourpower to keep an audience rip-
pli* with laughter, when you, would
be a dismal failure' its a portrayer of
deep passion and high tragedy. It is
far ')etter to do simple things well than
to sew disappointment for yourself by
attempting selections As which you
cannot do justice.-Edna Warwick, in
The Ladies' • Rome JournaL
Catarrh Can't he Curets
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS. as they cannot
reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh is a blood
or censtitational disease, and in order to cure it
you have to take intrnal remedies. 
Ball's
Catarrh cure is taken Internally, and acts 
direct-
. lv on the blood and mucous surfaces. 
Hall's
Catarrh Curt is no quack medicine. It was
prescribed by one of the best physicians in this
country for yetrs, and is a regular prescription.
It Is Composed Of the best tonics known
, com-
bined with the best blood purifiers; acting di-
rectly on the mucous surfaces. fhe perfect
combination of the two ingredients is what pro-
duces such wonderful results In curing catarrh.
Seed for testimonials free. F. J. CHENEY &
CO, Props., Tdledo, 0. Bold by druggists
price 75c.
How hard it is to b.lieve a man after we
have been lying to bin:yourselves. It has
sometimes happened teat an habitually un
truthtul man hai kept up his reputation
after death by lying in state.-.[Texas
Siftings.
Gus A. Dubois, a well-known resident of
St. iLouis says: "I have used.seyeral bot-
tles of Prickly Ash Bitters for biliousnes,
and malarial troub'es, so prevalent In 
this
climate, and heartily recommend it to all
afflicted in a like wanner. It is the best
remedy I ever used:"
The man who thinks that he could write
a poem if be shoull try speaks volumes fat
his wisdom, and enables himself to resin
hia,scl?-contldence by deciding not to try.
-Somerville Journal.
_ This Is an Advertisement. - It
contains no fun, but a few facts that will in.
terebt all farmers: Why do you let the hornt
grow on your calves and then have them
sawed off when the Warranted Dehorn-
in* Compound is positively guaranteed tc
prevent a calf's horns frpm growing, and with
old injury to iler calf. Our guaraetee is—
"Money refunded if it falls." Any barer. ir
Newton. Iowa. will tell you oar guarantee it
good. If not for sale in ycur town send $1 tc
uti and we will send at once. Testimonials sent
on application. E. E. Lydav & New tea
Iowa. Agents Wanted at Once.
The sale fcr I17,00D,O.10 of all the mining
properties in the lower part of Asper
Mpuntain, Colorado, is reportai.
Tor Throat Diseases, Coughs, Colds
et.)., effectual reli.4 is found in the use o.
,"Brown's Bronchial Troches." Price 2;
'cents. Sold only in boxes.
If, as COMO suppose, this world shall bl
frozen out, ot existence, probably the las;
two men left will spend their fleeting
breath in dehatiog the pro.pects for We
bell next seasOn.-[Indifnapelia Journal.
Light Hearts and Plenty Money.
I have completed my first week witi my
Plater, and ,have $41' clear money. 1 au
charmed with the business. I houghjt my
Plater from W. H. Griffith Co., Zlunes
'vale, Ohio, for V, and feel confident ii
pelioule knew how cheap they could get s
Plater, and how much money they could
make, we wou'd see many more happy
homes. It is surtrisiog the amount si
tableware and jewelry there is to plate; and
If persons now idle would get a Plater,
they would soon have light hearts and
plenty money.
MRS. J. E. NASFL
It Is ctirlous shout people who cannot
sleep nights. .They cau always sleep
hroush chore time in the morning.—
Binghamtou Republican.
Mrs. Witislom'titsoothingfl pppp ,fer CMI
-ca toeth hag, softens the gums, reduces i ntlanima.
on, allays pain, cures wind colic. Me, a bottle.
Men who begin bravely at ehe foot of the
ladder are knocked out at the brat round.
-[Elmira Gazette.
cilbert's Drees Linings, Best In the World.
Every intelligent Lady and Dressmaker knows It.
Genuine goods have name on selvage. .
A woman can say more with a few tears
than a man can express in a book.—[Ram's
Horn.
Mend your own boots and shoes at your
home, by using Fiske Jack.
"All's fair in love and war and on street
cars." said the conductor as he counted up
his fares.—[St. Joseph News.
St. Laois to the North and WORE.
The Burlington Route to Kansas City.
The Burlington Route to Denver.
The Burlington Route t) St. Joseph.
The Burl;ngton Route to Omaha.
The Burlington Route to St. Paul.
The Burlington Route to blinneanolis.
The Burliugten Route to the Pacific
Coast.
The Burlington Route to the Black Hills,
S. D.
Ticket office, No. 112 N. Fourth street.
The fact that riches have wings may be
the reason that they enable a man to "fly
high"- [Washington Post.
FAT Fouts REDUCED
Send se. for rarrinalao
(-7\ . 
15 to 25 iLle.per month by harmless herbal
mediae. No starving, no inconvenience
ciatley.o0Antidddre.ntbarL.









SUPPLIES AND DAIRY FIXTURES.
WRITE FOR CATAL001:31.




DobNins' Electric Soap is cheaper for yet:
to use, if you 1ollow directio:is, thn any
°the,. soap; would be if given to you, for
by its u.t• clothes are saved. Cllti.es cost
more than soap. Ask setrr grocer lot'
Dobbns.' Take no other.
"Do you think that tailors are on the
whole a deserving class of men?" "Wt 11,
it can't be denied that we owe them a great
deaL"—[New York Herald.
/IOW TO MAKE MONEY.
I read what Mr. Dell said about making IMO per month.
I able sent to the Standard 
Sliver W et. o., Eases St.,
Boston. Meet_ and received • fine ease or samples. I
took orders the first day that paid meet.) p
roSi ; made
$O the first week, at the end of no month 
I had 5115
clear profit. Any one can get eirculars and agency by
writing the above Ann. I hope others May profit hy
my experience. • Thera uly, W. F. WI
LLIAM&
The tramp is like a railroad sleeper—he
is readily adapted to a road-bed.—Boston
Courier.
When Baby was sick we gave her Castorts.
When she was a Child, she cried for Cat...torts,
When she became Kiss, she citing to Castorta.
When she had Children, the gays them Castoria,
Henry Wateerson was saved from be-
coming a professional piano player by hay-




for an inactive liver to do its work,
exposes himself to all the diseases
that come from tainted blood.
Don't wait I Languor and loss of
appetite warn you that graver ills
are close behind. You can keep
them from coming; you can cure
them if they've come —with Dr.
Piere.e's Golden Medical Discovery.
It's the only blood and liver medi-
cine that's guaranteed, in every case,
to benefit or cure. Your money
back if it joesn't. Thus, you only
pay for the good you get. Can you
ask more? It cleanses the system
and cares pimples, blotches, erup-
tions and all skin and scalp dis-
eases. Scrofulous affections, as
fever - sores, hip - joint disease,
swellings and tumors yield to
its superior alterative properties.
Good News to Ladles.
New Departure. Meataleal Yresests
is Itrery Mitiseriber. ureatebt offer.
Sow's your V.ne to-get orders for
our celebrated Teas, Cortes and
Baking reader. andbecure a beauti-
ful Gold Band or Moss Robe China
Tea Set. Dinner Set. Gold Band
Moss Rose Toil et Set, Watch,Brass
Lamp, Castor, Webster's Dictionary and many other
premiums. Sll pounds of Tea hr m•11 on receipt of 112.
For particulars address Tilt SS VAT .apaicAs TEA re.,
P. 0. Box MO. 35 and 37 V LIMIT ST.; NSW YOLK.
CONSUMPTION.
I have a positive remedy fur the above disease : by its
use thonaands of cases of the worst kind and of long
etandang have been cared. Indeed so straw is my faith
in its efficacy, that I will send TWO.ROTTLESI engg,irith
• VA.LUABLE TREATISE on tins diabase W any suf.
toter who will send me their Express and P.O. address.
T. A. nlocten. M. C'., 1St Pearl St.. N. T.
Fiske's Amateur Shoe Repairing la
win repair any' shoe from g
child's No. 10 to a man's No. 11.
Anyone cad use it. Boys repair
your own shoes at bonie, and Stye,
money and trouble. Price of
Jack,15:-.450. Price ofdack and
Full Set of line Tools, with Stock
to half sole and heel 12 pairs of
shoes, $8.25. Send for Circulars.
Correspondence solicited. Agents wanted4r.t. Sept. 111,1111]
I. 0. FISKE. & CO.. 272 AsylawSL. Hartford. SI
rt
SIG
No Capital required. Circ.o hire free..
DUNLAP PEN CO. BOSTON. MASS.
Sleetn3mene vv. nor ft !s,NA nehlngton. D. C.
LaitiPreatpal axaminer I., IS PeassiOn Ituroau.
ataftrily Prosecutes Claims.







FAUN), A perfect rem
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Drowsiness. Bad Tea
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Ca= laTICINE CO., ITEIF YOZI.
Small Pill. Small Dose, Small Price.
GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 3.876.—
W. BAKER &
Breakfast Cocoa'
from which the excess of oil
has been removed,
I. absolutely pure and
It is soluble.
Chem,icals
are lased In tts preparattoe. It
has more 4hqs:three times as
strength of Cocoa mixed wt
Starch, .Arrowroot or Su
and is therefore far more tell-
n3mical, costing les* Ohm ollat
CeR1 a cup. lit. denciona, pout.
• etrengthening. WOVE
DIOEsTED, and admirably adapted for invalids.
ati well u for persons tu health.
Sold by Grocers everywhere.
W. BALER & CO.,porChester, ui
PLEASE READ -17 MAY fhTEREST YOU'I
ourmPirt3
ELECTRIC BELT
Cures Diseases WithOut Medicine,
MR 1,000 TESTIMONIALS RECEIVER THE PAST TEAS
Istra,ra n .t.•. 1. 1101. Coverts, all fierws of
 Diammalli
N.sk" 1 pa l'Ut11 IV ELT ettlin by Me
t 
Vr. 
tit . 1/4' OWEWSELECTitiCBELT` .". '' C%, : t----.0. . 4.- - 4 Seed Sc. postage far Tin





spire tad 1,000 ?eau...slab
:prelim ail parla al tb• eistietry..„
..,,,•- skinelair TOSITIVIt crass.
1,' IR.OWE N's ELECTRIC ELT
Speeder aid Ifeetwelly fares all 6
thestmel le „ - tesrplitiata. G•aervil 
tad SISTOES
Mil DIselintra ""'  .-- .. - solo
s sad Mew
C...tlre. seaaea •ftbo ILIdwaysbelltLITT."
ire eaworl by Eat wo• Is yentas. Sae sr
 Slagle ilia •
De, omen's ELECTRIC INOOLES, Frire SI. l' them. '
5.41 11,. •f TISSIUM. Carrespeadesee strletiy
TEE OWES ELECTRIC BELT a APPLIANCE •
'Sams this paper.) 306 Ii.S1*.•^L• IT. LOUIS. loci.
Bath Rolling
Cabinet. Chair.
A Crag fee • Trketees
Insewaiallsm„ Bees la Moo





non CRAM CIL, Sew lame.tess.
of both mailed free.
I R D
,Tbe tercet Secret of the
inartellinwatatra.Gerena
restore the wager Cap
thew ailments & keepthm
it makes canaries IA rig Fven
feathers:Sent by mad on
Sold by all druggists,
bad Food C. 40‘. N
"y B dManna Wi
Bi;lia, will prevent'
'Pwg°1sdheddi i'ri
receipt of is MA,
,I)irectiom free'
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WNW" Tit DEAVNEttli IS CAUSMIS MV
SCARLET FEVER. COLDS,
MEASLES, CATARRH, S.C.,
sense use or vete trivisiatg
SOUND DISC
which Is sNa•-arar.d to h4p • felle#0#
per cent. or cases baa ill similar de-
llo/OS combined. Th. came I, :he jars
• J W st.# • • •
SAMPLES SENT FREE
of spring pa tternit with bor-
ders and eeio tics to match.
One half mi!'ion roils Of-
fered at whole-ale priees.
%nue blanks lc to „PAPER
Gilts So to 35e. - 
1'5j.bossed Gi Its 10c to os.
I wit 1 mend you the most 
•
popular colorings. snit
-guarantee to save you monev.y.LFRED PEAT,.




r linnrudeticc, censurer rematme Decay, Nervous
Debility, Lost lifeblood. &co hai•ag tied in 
vol., every
knowp rensmiv, less clitcovereo a 
simple means of ash-
cure, whichilie wiii rend (sealed) FREE to Ms
 felon-suds
fete's. Address S. U. 1: EI1V ha. E#4. Box galc, N. Y.1.30.
If afflicted with /
sere eres.Aw ncapson's Eye Water.
AUNTS
make155 PER CENT. Arent, on my corsets
isse, Ilr..e.rs. Cu r.ers it medicines. Saver
plea FREE 1.-reenovr, Dr. Bridgman. Z7 Bfway, li.Y.
-..--•
reRFIELA TEA Curesand stet? liseti
ex-moles at KU druggists or BS W. Mat
1.
B ICYC LES -Bau„p....7,11.,a1`,21,11f.'485Sallpiar;
gl-ate else. lastanweele. Rated Clete 34., al-
-We N. II., St. L.-No. 71C-14. i k'
There is no 1
place like home
—when Pearline is--
used in it. There




takes the hard work
and drudgery out of—
keeping a home clean.
It is next to having the washing and cleaning done for you,
and well done at that. It washes everything that can be
washed. it cleans paint, marble, carpets, hangings—in fact
everything cleanable. It is a luxury in the bath. It is em-
phatically without harm to person or things. With Pearline
you have rest; it rests with you to have Pearline.
is probably invaded by k>eddlers, who claim the stuff they offer isYour Pearline, "the same as' Pearline, or "as good as" Pearline. 1TS()
Home FALSE-Pearline has no equal, and is never peddled.535 IANLES PVLE, New Vorb
RAWKEYECRUSTUMPMACflNE•
Works on either standing timber or stumps. Will pull an ordinary Grub in 1 Infante*. Makes a clean
sweep of Two Acres at a ellttlag. A man, a boy and to hors" '-an operate It. No heavy cbaint cr
rods to handle. The crop on a less acres the first ye
ar will pay for t he Mario ne. Brod postal ea Le
Illast'l Catalogue, testae prim, terms and testimonials ..1MES Mil.ii
a c Ka.gols rm. Scotus Grove.
CHIONE8TEP8 ENDIJ8N, RED MOW DIAMOND BRAND
*
THE ORIGINAL AND GENUINE. The only gate, sure's,. ethottePill &reale.
Ladles. ask Dr.:grist r or Cliitaertor • 111•01•4 1:).3.tc•ul Broad !r: Red an.1 Goad ~sine
tames sealed with Liu* T•ke no oilier bled. Revs< .91.hatitutionts and hotilaballs.
All pluck. pawaboata boxes, pink wrappara are dnwirtrous trotonterfelts. At Ort.solst.. Sr end .
4e. I. sumps rot iwrticalars, testanonlals, net ...Benet for Lattice.* in letier, br retIsioWl 55
10,000 Testarnoolais. Name P••ce. CHICHESTER CHEMICAL CO. Madison
Said by all Local Druggists. rust..C.DEs.ru
Best Cough Medicine. Recommended by Physicians.
Cures where all else fails. Pleasant anci agreeable to the
taste. Children take it without objection. By druggists.
SPRAY 1911 FRUIT TREES i'VMEWormy Fruit and Leaf Blight of Appian. Pears Caerries,Grope and Potato Rot, Plum Cumulus prevented by own EXCELSIOR% V 'PERFECT FRUIT ALWAYS SFLL5 AT COOD PRIges.Ina all injurious hueot• to Fruits mailed tree. Large stock of Fretsad Berry neatest Bette. Prices. address W. STAR Oahe%
t.
rs—
•
